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Abstract

Since the isolation of graphene in 2004, two-dimensional (2D) layered materials, specially the
transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs), have attracted immense interest from theoreticians and
experimentalist due to the diversity of properties presented in this family of materials. The main reason for
the interest in such materials has been the observation of emergent properties as a consequence of the
reduced dimensions, i.e. the monolayer regime. Initially the monolayer regime was obtained via the scotchtape method. The implementation of exfoliation techniques was successful since layered 2D materials are
composed of stacked layers held together by weak van der Walls forces that permits separations of the
layers and therefore reducing the material dimensions. Despite this, exfoliation techniques have limitations
as they are not as successful in obtaining thin forms of certain TMDs as it was done in graphite to obtain
graphene. Some TMDs might react to the ambient in which the exfoliation is done impeding the obtention
of pristine thin samples. By now, there are different ways to reach the monolayers regimes that allow
synthetizing monolayer forms of TMDs that were not obtained via exfoliation methods. This dissertation
implements molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), an ultra-high vacuum deposition method that provides a clean
environment for layer-by-layer synthesis of TMD materials.

One of the most coveted properties in TMDs in recent years has been ferromagnetism, especially
if present in the monolayer regime. Although ferromagnetism was observed in other thin 2D materials (i.e.
Cr2Ge2Te6 and CrI3), it was not observed in any TMD. One of the proposed TMDs to become ferromagnetic,
especially as its dimensions are reduced, has been monolayer VSe2. Reports preceding the work presented
here, were not successful synthetizing VSe2 in the monolayer regime. That limitation was overcome here
by the implementation of MBE synthesis allowing coveted experimental characterization of VSe2 in the
vii

monolayer limit. Ferromagnetism was in fact observed in our thin vanadium selenides samples increasing
the interest in the field of 2D magnets immensely as the observed ferromagnetism persist up to room
temperature, a feature not observed in the previously obtained 2D magnets. Despite this, subsequent reports
have questioned if the observed ferromagnetism is an intrinsic property of VSe2. In fact, data presented here
indicate that the observed ferromagnetism might be a property of self-intercalation vanadium selenides
compounds (i.e. V5Se8 and V3Se4) that are very similar to VSe2 and can therefore be incorrectly labeled as
TMDs although the origin of the observed ferromagnetism in our samples as well as samples from other
groups remains unexplained and controversial. Presented in this work is the characterization via angleresolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES), vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) and X-ray
magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) revealing a lack of magnetism in stoichiometric VSe2 and an
increasing ferromagnetism as vanadium atoms are intercalated into the TMD layers of VSe2 causing
transitions to the intercalated compounds as evidenced by scanning tunneling microscope (STM), X-ray
photoemission spectroscopy (XPS), low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) and transmission electron
microscopy (TEM). The synthesis of VSe2 and the vanadium intercalated compounds via MBE is detailed
here as well.

TMDs have other interesting properties that are more widely observed in many of the materials in
this family. One of the more interesting of these properties is the charge density wave (CDW). This lattice
distortion, which is usually observed at low temperatures, is accompanied by a metal-insulator transition
and has been widely studied in TMDs, including in VSe2. Another material that possesses interesting CDW
properties is TiSe2. CDW studies in TiSe2 include studies of the models describing its origin as well as how
to tune or control the CDW state. Here, we study the CDW tunability in different monolayer TiSe2
heterostructures obtained by depositing the TiSe2 monolayer on substrates with different charge screening
properties. Such choice of substrate, alongside the reduction to the monolayer limit, affect the CDW
properties as verified by scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) and ARPES, including the CDW transition
temperature and the CDW energy gap, by virtue of the excitonic insulator model as the driving mechanism
viii

of the TiSe2 CDW state. Further CDW tunability is obtained via electron doping which effectively
suppresses the CDW. Such suppression has been associated to competing states i.e. competition between
the CDW and superconductivity. Although superconductivity was not directly verified in the experiments
presented here due low temperature requirements, the suppression of the CDW phase is verified by
potassium deposition via ARPES. Details of the synthesis and characterization of TiSe2 is extended to
include intercalation compounds which show different properties than TiSe2 i.e. no CDW state as in undoped TiSe2.

Such intercalation compounds display very interesting properties that differ from VSe 2 (emergent
ferromagnetism) and TiSe2 (CDW suppression) which provide fertile routes for the exploration of the selfintercalated structures to complement the on-going studies of the TMD properties.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Motivation for 2D materials
Two-dimensional (2D) materials have been extensively studied since the isolation of Graphene in
2004 by Geim and Novoselov1. Graphene consists of a one-atom-thick layer of Carbon atoms arranged in a
honeycomb crystal lattice. Graphene shows exceptional properties when obtained by thinning down
Graphite to the monolayer regime including: large charge carrier mobilities even under ambient
conditions1,2,3,4,5, optical absorption of 2.3% of white light making it transparent6 and becoming a semimetal with zero band overlap with a Dirac cone electronic structure. Graphene proved that reduce
dimensionalities of certain class of materials enable them to show new exciting properties. This motivated
scientist to find other 2D materials where reducing the dimensionalities of the material transforms their
observed properties.

1.2 Transition Metal Dichalcogenides (TMDs)
Transition Metal Dichalcogenides (TMDs) are a subset of a bigger family of materials called
layered 2D materials. These are composed of stacked planar layers of material bonded by weak van der
Waals forces. Such label is very appropriate since it puts into perspective the important role these forces
have in the behavior of these planar materials. Such materials have strong in-plane covalent bonding
compared to the van der Waals forces that keep each layer bonded. This allows their exfoliation from bulk
to single layer limits since other considerable forces acting perpendicular to the layer can overcome the van
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der Waals forces holding the layers together. It is important to note that there are non-layered 2D materials
which have been summarized in recent reports7,8.

Within the 2D family, TMDs are the most studied due their diverse properties. Their chemical
composition is MX2, where M represents a transition metal atom and X represents a chalcogen atom.
Chalcogen atoms are those located at column 16 of the periodic table but in the TMD field this definition
is usually used to categorize mostly three atoms: selenium, sulfur and tellurium. Usually oxides are not
considered to be TMDs as they don’t arrange in the same structures. Figure 1.1 shows the side view of the
most common TMD structures where the metal layer (blue atoms) is sandwiched between two chalcogen
layers (red atoms). The most common structures in which TMDs appear are the octahedral 1T (one layer
per trigonal unit cell) and the trigonal prismatic 2H (two layers per hexagonal unit cell) structures. These
configurations have different stacking patters of its layers as seen in figure 1.1. The 2H has the ABA
stacking pattern and the 1T has the ABC stacking pattern. The 1T phase usually results in metallic properties
while the 2H usually results in semiconducting properties although there are some exceptions (2H-TaS2,
2H-TaSe2 and 2H-NbSe2 are metallic compounds). Some examples of the variety of TMDs are: Metals (1TVSe2, 2H-NbS2), semi-metals (1T-TiSe2, 1T-TaSe2, 1T’-WTe2), semiconducting (2H-MoS2, 2H-MoSe2,
2H-WSe2) and superconductor (NbSe2, TaS2, TaSe2).

The 1T-MX2 is commonly expected for the materials to be discussed here: 1T-VSe2 and 1T-TiSe2.
The 1T structure exhibit structural distortions resulting from their metal-metal bonding depending on the
d-electron count of the transition metal atom9. The d-electron count of the transition metal atom is obtained
by simply subtracting the oxidation number of the transition metal atom from its group number. For 1TMX2, the chalcogen always is going to have an oxidation state of -2 and the transition metal an oxidation
of +4. Therefore, obtaining the d-electron count simply means subtracting 4 from the transition metal group
number. One of the most commonly observed distortions in the 1T-MX2 is known as the 1T’ (distorted 1T)
which is observed in 1T-MX2 materials with electron counts of d2 (e.g. 1T’-WTe2, 1T’-WSe2, and 1T’2

MoTe2). The 1T’ structure exhibits zig-zag chains (connecting the transition metal atoms) and it contains a
2 × 1 supercell in the basal plane with respect to the undistorted 1T, see figure 1.6 (a)-(b) for 1T and 1T’
comparison.

Figure 1.1 Top and side views of a layer of MX 2 material characteristic of TMDs in the 1T and 2H configurations alongside their
stacking patterns. Atoms not drawn in relative size.

Although TMDs has been grown by various techniques, the focus here is the use of molecular beam
epitaxy (MBE). Its advantage is mostly related to its use of ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions (< 10-8
Torr). This growth method is complemented with sophisticated UHV characterization techniques for the
growth and analysis of pristine samples without the exposure to ambient conditions. The MBE setup
employed alongside descriptions of characterization methods used in the experiments presented here are
described in chapter 2. As TMDs grown by MBE will grow epitaxially, the choice of substrate is extremely
3

important. Most of our samples were grown on two substrates: HOPG (highly oriented pyrolytic graphite)
and MoS2. 2H-MoS2, which is the most well-known TMD¸ exhibits the most common example of the layer
dependency in TMDs with its thickness dependence of the band gap. MoS2, commonly known for its use
as lubricant, is a semiconductor that shows an indirect (1.23 eV) to direct gap (1.9 eV) transition when the
bulk form is reduced into the monolayer due interlayer interactions10. In contrast to Graphene, MoS2 can
have multiple polyforms. For MoS2 the more stable and the less prone to defects is the 2H structure. Both
HOPG and MoS2 have been extensively studied and by now are used as common substrates for growing
TMDs by van der Waals epitaxy. These two substrates exhibit different advantages that will be used and
described in the upcoming chapters. One common advantage of these two substrates is that they are easily
cleaved. Cleaving these substrates allow exposing a fresh surface to be use and therefore they can be reused to grow more films.

1.3 Introduction to VSe2
Recent interest in VSe2 has increased due the theoretical calculations predicting monolayer VSe2
should exhibit ferromagnetism in the monolayer regime11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18. This predicted ferromagnetism in
the monolayer is surprising since bulk VSe2 is paramagnetic19,20 and no ferromagnetism is expected in most
2D materials21,22,23. In fact, these reports contain certain predictions that are in contradiction to the available
experimental data. These can be summarized in three categories. (1) Failure to reproduce the experimentally
observed 1T phase of VSe2 as the calculations predict the monolayer (even the bulk) could condense in
both the 1T and in the 2H phases. Experimental evidence on VSe2 consistently exhibit the 1T structure and,
to date, no experimental evidence of 2H-VSe2 has been found in bulk or in thin limits. (2) Failure to
reproduce the known paramagnetic behavior of bulk VSe2 which contradicts the available data on the bulk
limit. (3) Failure to consider the known charge density wave transition of VSe 2. In fact, the argument
presented in chapter 4 is that not considering such competing phases (e.g. charge density wave and
ferromagnetism) could explain the discrepancies between the theoretical predictions and the experimental
data. Furthermore, chapter 4 also includes the observation of an emergent ferromagnetism in thin vanadium
4

selenide samples including an alternative interpretation of such ferromagnetism that differs from one
predicted from DFT. That is, attributing the ferromagnetism to self-intercalation phases (introduced below)
rather than the predicted intrinsic ferromagnetism attributed to stoichiometric VSe2.

Part of the interest in the layered TMDs is their interesting many-body physics phenomena such as
Charge Density Wave (CDW) which as mentioned above is observed in VSe 2. The nature of these
phenomena and their interaction is not fully understood yet. Some CDW transitions in 2D materials are
related to the Peierls transition in 1D metals. The metal-to-insulator transition in 1D metals was introduced
by Rudolph Peierls and may be understood as a lowering of the system’s energy due to the opening of a
band gap by introduction of a periodic lattice distortion. Specifically, for a half-filled band, with a Fermivector at kF = π/2a (a: lattice constant of an 1D metal chain) the energy can be reduced by introduction of a
doubling of the chain periodicity, see figure 1.2. The double periodicity moves the BZ boundary to kF = π/a
and opens a gap at the BZ boundary. The gap opening lowers the electron energy of the system. On the
other hand, the doubling of the periodicity cost some energy due to the elastic distortion. The Peierls
transition is a phase transition usually with a well-defined transition temperature where the lattice distortion
is energetically favored and the undistorted, ‘normal phase’ is not observed anymore. In this Peierls’
transition the Fermi-wavevector determines the periodicity of the lattice distortion. In 1D there exist only
one Fermi-vector as the Fermi-surface are two perfectly parallel lines in k-space. For 2D materials, the
Fermi-surface is usually more complex, but still it is often possible to translate parts of the Fermi-surface
onto another part (i.e. there are portions of the Fermi surface that are parallel to each other) by a single
vector, such conditions are called Fermi-surface nesting. In this case the nesting vector may describe a
Peierls’ like CDW transition for layered or 2D materials. For instance, a two-dimensional Fermi surface
made of parallel lines has an infinite number of nesting vectors which can connect the two parallel lines.
For 3D materials the Fermi-surfaces become even more complex and generally no nesting conditions can
be found, which is one reason why nesting conditions are mostly met only in low dimensionality metallic
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substances. The lattice distortions cause a charge density modulation and therefore the name charge density
wave24,25.

Figure 1.2 (a) Normal state for a 1D chain of atoms at temperatures higher that the Peierl’s transition temperature (b) Lattice
distortion at temperatures lower than the Peierl’s transition temperature accompanied by the opening of the gap at the Fermi level.

Most of the experimental work on VSe2 preceding thesis was limited to the bulk limit. Bulk VSe2
is a high work function material that is metallic (due half-filled V-3d band) with a 1T structure. The
vanadium metal atom is octahedrally configurated with respect to selenium atoms. The lattice constants are
a = b = 0.335 nm and c = 0.610 nm. VSe2 possesses one unpaired d electron since it is a material with a d1
electron count (vanadium belongs to group 5). The hexagonal Brillouin zone of bulk VSe 2 is presented in
figure 1.3 (a). VSe2 possesses a basal 4 × 4 × 3 CDW transition at 105-107 K due Fermi surface nesting.
The nesting vector is of 3D nature due Fermi-surface warping perpendicular to the basal planes26,27.

Figure 1.3 (a) shows a sketch of the out of plane Fermi-surface cut MLL’M’ (highlighted in blue).
Figure 1.3 (b) shows the ARPES spectra of such region containing concave and convex regions indicating
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3D warping of the Fermi-surface. These regions nest thought the q3D vector (in blue). Also, intercalated Cs
studies in VSe2 shows the out of plane dispersion is strictly observed for the bulk VSe2 and decoupled VSe2
layers separated by Cs intercalation (increasing VSe2 original layer distance by 0.25 nm) acts more like a
truly 2D system showing no dispersion in the direction perpendicular to the surface28. Recent efforts in
reducing VSe2 demonstrated other differences between its properties as a function of the number of layers
including an increased CDW transition temperature as well as a different CDW lattice periodicity which is
presented in chapter 4 for our thin samples.

Figure 1.3 (a) Bulk VSe2 Brillion zone highlighting the MLL’M’ plane. (b) Warping of the Fermi surface in sketched nested region
with concave and convex regions evidencing nesting through the 3D vector (blue arrows). Reproduced with permission of American
Physical Society ref26.

Several growth and exfoliation techniques have been used for VSe2 growth including vapor
transport techniques, mechanical exfoliation, liquid exfoliation and e-beam evaporation but such methods
were not successful in reaching the true monolayer limit. To obtain the capability to synthetize such thin
limits we employed MBE enabling us to reach the monolayer and sub-monolayer regimes. Chapter 3
describes the synthesis of vanadium selenides thin film via MBE.

1.4 Introduction to TiSe2
TiSe2 has been an interesting material due to its unconventional CDW properties but recent interest
emerged due to its observed superconductivity by Cu29 doping and Pd doping30 which intercalates between
the TiSe2 layers. Doping suppresses the CDW and thus suggest that superconductivity and the CDW are
7

competing states29,30,31,32,33,34,35. Superconductivity was introduced by Keike Kamerlingh Onnes when
explaining the low temperature properties of metals. Although, superconductivity wasn’t explained using
quantum mechanics until later by Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer (BCS theory). This theory explains how
two electrons of opposite momentum can be attracted to each other (Cooper pair). This pair of electrons,
which exist at low temperature, will be conducted without any resistance because it will require more energy
to brake than to remain together and hence the name superconductivity.

TiSe2, also a high work function material, condenses in the 1T phase as well. It has been labeled as
a semi-metal although increasing evidence suggest its valence band (Se-4p) and its conduction band (Ti3d) do not overlap and instead exhibit a small energy gap of ~ 50 meV in its normal state, see figure 1.4.
TiSe2 possesses no unpaired d electrons (d0 count material) as titanium belongs to the group 4 of the periodic
table. Its hexagonal lattice parameters are a = b = 0.354 nm and c = 0.601 nm. Bulk TiSe2 has a (2 × 2 × 2)
CDW distortion which appears below its transition temperature of ~ 200 K. The CDW in TiSe2 has been
associated to the excitonic condensate36,37,38,39,40,41 but finding the origin of its CDW remains an interesting
problem. An excitonic material is one where an electron of the conduction band binds to a hole in the
valence band by strong Coulomb interactions. Strong Coulomb interactions can occur in a material with
low free carrier density to screen the charges. Excitons can form if the binding energy of the exciton is
greater than band gap of the material. In such case, the energy of the ground state becomes unstable to
spontaneous formation of excitons. The exciton is a neutral bosonic quasiparticle that may form a Bose
Einstein condensate at low enough temperatures. This effect is similar to the Copper pair explained in the
BCS theory.

Figure 1.4 shows the electronic structure of TiSe2. In the normal phase, the Γ-point, located at the
center of the Brillion zone, has a hole-pocket due to the Se-4p band (in orange) and the M-point, which is
located at the faces of the Brillion zone, has electron pockets due the Ti-3d band (in blue) which is close to
the Fermi level EF. In the CDW phase, the Se-4p band at Γ shift downwards with respect to the Fermi level
8

(increasing the band gap) while the Ti-3d band at M remains close to the Fermi level. Also, there is the
appearance of replica bands on both Γ and M due to the formation of the CDW. When TiSe2 is reduced to
the monolayer regime it displays different properties including and increased exciton binding energy which
can be exploited to in the view of the excitonic insulator model as it will be presented in chapter 6.
Therefore, it is beneficial to control the TiSe2 growth to obtain the monolayer regime. Chapter 5 describes
the synthesis of thin titanium selenides samples including the sub and monolayer regimes.

Figure 1.4 Electronic structure of TiSe2 in (a) the normal phase and (b) the CDW phase. Reproduced with permission of IOP
Publishing, Ltd, ref 42.

1.5 M5Se8, M2Se3 and M3Se4 (M = V, Ti) self-intercalated compounds
Transition metal dichalcogenides with formula MX2 is a specific label for the materials explained
above with a composition of two chalcogen atoms per each transition metal. The expected structure for
MX2 (M = V, Ti/ X = Se) is the 1T structure as mentioned above. Despite this, there have been recent
reports demonstrating structural variations deferring from the expected 1T structure on VSe 2 that were
attributed to the 1T’ structure (distorted 1T)43,44. These structural changes were labeled as TMD’s although
no information about the sample composition was presented. The compositional control of TMD’s is
challenging due the high vapor pressure of the chalcogens, which generally requires a high chalcogen
overpressure during growth. As mentioned above the 1T’ structure is expected on TMD with transition
metal atoms from the group 6 (d2 electron count) and not in VSe2 (d1 electron count) nor in TiSe2 (d0 electron
9

count). Structural variations are in fact observed in our vanadium and titanium selenides samples but are
not attributed to 1T’ here. Instead, they are attributed to known compounds that are similar to TMDs but
differ by composition and structure and might be favored at high growth temperatures.

Figure 1.5 (a) Phase diagrams of VSex and (b) TiSex. Reproduced with permission of John Wiley and Sons, ref45.

In this discussion the focus is on three specific compounds: M5X8, M2X3 and M3X4. The importance
of these three structures in relevancy to the MX2 of TMD’s is that they are found in the phase diagrams of
compositional variations between the MX2 (TMD) structure and the MX (NiAs) structure45, figure 1.5. The
particularity of these three structures is the presence of metal intercalants and therefore they can be labeled
as intercalation compounds, figure 1.6 (c)-(e). Intercalation of a ¼ of a of metals in a full monolayer of
metal atoms (in a TMD layer), M(1+1/4)X2 = M5X8, results in a (2 × 2) superstructure of the intercalated
metals with respect to a (1 × 1) MX2 layer, figure 1.6 (c). Intercalation of a ⅓ of a of metals results in a
M2X3 in a with a (√3 × √3) R30° superstructure, figure 1.6 (d). Intercalation of ½ of intercalated metals
gives a M3X4 with a (2 × 1) superstructure, figure 1.6 (e). It is important to note that a 1T’-MX2 structure
also exhibits a (2 × 1) superstructure, figure 1.6 (b), which makes it difficult to tell these phases apart. As
mentioned, the 1T’ structure is not a known structure for either VSe2 nor TiSe2 and therefore is not expected
to occur in these compounds. Adding a full intercalated metal layer would result in a NiAs-like structure
which is not a common structure for the transition metal selenides studied here. Also, the lattice constants
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of intercalated compounds are very similar which provides challenges to differentiate between intercalated
phases. Diffraction methods in bulk materials may permit distinguishing between phases, but in the thin
film limits it is more difficult. Variation of lattice constants due to the reduced dimensions or substrate
induced strains may be invoked. However, strain in van der Waals systems is generally considered very
small. Formation energies calculation show that intercalation compounds can be as stable or even
energetically favored compared to TMDs for the same elements46. For both vanadium- and titaniumselenides, the intercalation compounds M3Se4 (M = V, Ti) have slightly lower (more negative) formation
energy than the TMD, hinting that under selenium deficient conditions such intercalation compounds are
favorable. The characterization of the vanadium intercalation compounds is presented in chapter 3 and the
characterization of titanium intercalated compounds is presented in chapter 5.

Figure 1.6 Schematic illustrations of transition metal chalcogenides. The MX 2- transition metal dichalcogenides are shown in the
left panel as (a) the octahedral coordinated 1T structure, and (b) the distorted 1T’ structure forming a 2 × 1 superstructure of the
surface layer with respect to the undistorted 1T-lattice. The ‘intercalation’ compounds are shown in the right panel and can be
schematically constructed by insertion of additional transition metals (shown as hatched balls) into the van der Waals gap of the
TMD. Insertion of (c) ¼ layer of transition metals results in M5X8 intercalation compound with a 2 × 2 superstructure, (d) 1/3 layer
of transition metals results in M2X3 intercalation compound with a (√3 × √3) R30 superstructure, and (e) ½ layer of transition metal
results in a M3X4 compound with a 2 × 1 superstructure. Reproduced with permission of John Wiley and Sons, ref.47
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1.6 Summary
Two dimensional layered materials have been extensively studied in recent years and the major
focus of the field is to obtain such materials in thin-or -monolayer regions. One of the most desired TMD
monolayer has been VSe2 due to the predicted ferromagnetic ground state. TiSe2 is an interesting material
to study complex phenomena as the CDW. As the interest in the field of MX2 keeps increasing, many open
questions have emerged, and unexpected properties have been observed. Studies in the aforementioned
intercalation compounds may resolved many of these questions. The combined synthesis and
characterization of TMD and intercalated structures provides a fertile route in 2D monolayer materials.
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Chapter 2: MBE Setup and Characterization Methods

This chapter describe the MBE growth setup which provides a UHV route to grow the samples
characterized in the upcoming chapters. Description of UHV characterization methods to complement the
MBE synthesis is presented. A selenium protective layer deposited in-situ in our MBE systems allows exsitu UHV characterization as well as ambient conditions characterization. These techniques provide the
main characterization performed in the upcoming chapters.

2.1 Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE)
The TMD family is very diverse in properties since different metal-chalcogen combinations
produce over 40 types of different TMDs. They offer a broader range of properties compared to
unfunctionalized graphene. But just as with graphene, it is desired to thin them down to the 2D regime. The
most common way to reach the 2D regime has been by mechanical exfoliation of a 3D bulk-layered
material. This is facilitated by the weak van der Waal interactions between the layers which enables their
separation, e.g. by the ‘scotch tape’ method. However, simple scotch tape method and other complex
exfoliation techniques present some limitations. For instance, it is not possible to control the resulting
thickness, it can introduce impurities or contaminate the material and it does not work on the surface of all
the materials. Most importantly, many of these top-down techniques are done under ambient conditions
where many TMDs are unstable. Therefore, it is desired to have growth and characterization methods under
ultra-high vacuum that allow studies of clean TMDs.
The use of molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) has gained more attention as a growth method for high
quality TMDs. It provides ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions to grow materials that are unstable in air.
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UHV conditions are achieved using pumps (e.g. roughing pump, turbomolecular pump, ion pump), see
figure 2.1(a). Deposition of the individual components can be done either simultaneously by co-deposition
or separately by subsequent deposition and annealing. In our MBE system, elemental transition metal
materials are contained in 2 mm diameter metal rods inside a e-beam evaporator, figure 2.1(b). A tungsten
filament is heated by direct current. Electrons, thermally emitted from this filament, are accelerated towards
the metal wire by applying a high voltage to it. This heats the wire by electron bombardment and causes
sublimation of source material. These atoms are collimated through an aperture into a beam of atoms with
high mean free path that condense at a substrate kept at elevated temperatures. Our MBE system is
selenium-dedicated meaning no other chalcogen is deposited in this system and only different transition
metal atoms are deposited. Selenium is deposited from a valved hot-wall thermal cracker source, model
SSA Pro SE-100 from SVT Associates Inc., figure 2.1(c). Cracking sources are employed for deposition of
material with high vapor pressure such as Se, S, Te, As, and P, although these materials can be deposited
by other deposition methods. The idea of the use of a cracking source is to thermally break down elemental
clusters containing several atoms into smaller clusters or individual atoms and thus obtain a stable atomic
flux of the material. High vapor pressure materials have deposition rates and conditions that are more
susceptible to small temperature fluctuations. The cracking source obtains more stable temperatures by
having three regions that are temperature controlled. The first region is the bulk region which contains a
crucible where selenium shots are placed and kept at a temperature of 100 °C during deposition. The second
is the valve region, kept at around 237 °C during deposition, where a mechanical valve can be used to
control the selenium flux. The third region is the cracking tube region which is an elongated region which
is kept at around 505 °C during deposition. This extended region at the top of the source is where the
thermal cracking of bigger molecules into smaller molecules occurs. This cracking region tempetature must
be higher than the temperature of the other two regions to avoid condensation and therefore its temperature
is increased at a higher rate during the initial warm up of the source than the other two regions of the source.
One of the biggest advantages of having a valve region is that it can be kept closed until the temperatures
of the three regions have reached their desired values, see table 2.1. This enables the deposition of selenium
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once the regions have stabilized their tempetatures which usually take 2-3 hrs. All these tempetature affect
each other so warming up one region will warm up the other regions. For instance, in general, once the
cracking tube and the valve have reached their desired tempetatures by increasing their heaters, the bulk
temperature will be reached even without employing the bulk heather (at 0% of its power). Water cooling
is required to minimize temperature in parts of the vacumm chamber. Since selenium is corrosive, this
cracking source utilizes corrosion-resistant materials like titanium for the crucible and gold plated gaskets
instead of copper gaskets which are commonly used for UHV systems1.

Figure 2.1 Molecular Beam Epitaxy diagram. (a) Growth chamber diagram showing the sources and the pumps to obtain UHV
conditions. (b) Diagram of the e-beam evaporator. A direct current is passed through the tungsten filament and electrons are emitted
toward the source of desired material which is kept at a high voltage (up to 3 kV). Emitted atoms travel with high mean free path
towards the sample. (c) Diagram of the valved hot-wall thermal selenium cracker source. It contains three main parts: bulk
(containing selenium shots), valve (to control the flux-open/close) and the cracking tube (top extended region where the molecules
are reduced in size).
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Table 2.1 Selenium cracking source temperature for each source region
Region

Region temperature

Heater (power) percentage

Bulk

~ 100 °C

0%

Valve

~ 237 °C

30 %

Cracking tube

~ 505 °C

90%

MBE growth temperatures for TMDs are usually considered to be low (~200-400 °C) in
comparison with other similar techniques such as chemical vapor deposition (up to ~1000 °C). The choice
of substrate is extremely important as films will grow epitaxially. Epitaxy is derived from Greek and is
composed of two words: epi, meaning “upon”, and taxis, meaning “order”. This is an appropriate label
since the deposited film will try to follow the crystal structure of the substrate. This permits a lot of material
tunability and its usually exploited when interested in the growth of heterostructures. In MBE, grow rates
can be controlled allowing very low depositions rates which is often required to grow very high-quality
films of some TMDs. Because of it, this technique provides a very high control of the coverage even
allowing to obtain a specific desired coverage percentage of a (sub)monolayer. This enable interesting
studies including layer/thickness dependent studies, vertical or lateral heterostructure studies, alloy studies,
etc.

2.2 X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)
A way to verify the composition and chemical bonding of the samples grown by MBE is by
measuring the characteristic core-level peaks of the elements in the sample. These can be measured with
X-Ray Photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) which is a surface sensitive technique (probing depth ~10 nm)
based on the photoelectric effect where photons are shined onto the sample and the ejected photoelectrons
are counted as a function of the atom-characteristic binding energy, see figure 2.2. A hemispherical energy
analyzer measures the kinetic energy of the photoelectron and the binding energy can be calculated
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revealing what energy level the electron was originally located at. It also gives information about chemical
bonds and charge states of the atoms. For instance, consider an atom bonded in such way that it loses
valence electrons. Less valence electrons weakens the screening of the core-charge. This increased apparent
core charge will attract the electrons in the core levels stronger, therefore increasing their binding energy
which can be detected by the XPS. The relation between the binding energy (B.E.), the kinetic energy
(K.E.), the incoming photon energy (hν) and the work function of the spectrometer (𝚽) are expressed in
equation (2.1). The atomic concentration for certain x atom, Cx can be obtained by measuring the relative
peak intensity Ix and considering the appropriate relative sensitivity factors (R.S.F) Sx, equation (2.2).
𝐵. 𝐸. = ℎν − (K. E. +Φ) (2.1)
𝐼

𝐼

𝐶𝑥 = (𝑆𝑥 )/ ∑𝑖 𝑆𝑖 (2.2)
𝑥

𝑖

Φ = ℎν − W (2.3)

XPS is used mostly for the core-level characterization due the available energy range (1254.6 eV
Mg source/1486.6 eV Al source). Work functions were measured with Ultraviolet photoemission
spectroscopy (UPS), which is similar to XPS, but it is used to study valence energy levels near the Fermi
level due the available energy range (21.2 eV He І /40.8 eV He ІІ) by the use of a gas discharge lamp
source. The sample work function may be calculated by use of equation (2.3), where W represents the
energy separation between the secondary electron (inelastically scattered electrons) cut-off and the Fermilevel (W = cut off- Ef) as represented in figure 2.2(b). A bias is usually applied to deconvolute the sample
work function from the internal work function of the spectrometer by increasing the kinetic energy of
secondary electrons above the work function of the analyzer to allow their detection. Our XPS set-up
consists of a dual anode X-ray source and a 7-channel Omicron-Sphera hemispherical analyzer2
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Figure 2.2 Photoelectron spectroscopy principle schematic a) XPS Photoelectric effect. A photon with energy h𝜐 is absorbed by
an electron in the core levels of the atom. The measured kinetic energy of the emitted photoelectron leaves the sample with a
measured kinetic energy which is used to calculate the binding energy. b) UPS survey spectra characterizing the valence band
region and the work function 𝚽. A bias voltage is applied to shift the secondary electrons due inelastic scattering to obtain the
observed cutoff. Inset showing the Fermi level measurement. c) XPS survey spectra showing core level characterization revealing
only the carbon (1s) level is present in a clean HOPG sample since only the carbon atoms present in the sample appear. d) Energy
diagram of the spectrometer relative to the sample. Since the Fermi level is the same for both systems, by measuring the kinetic
energy and knowing the spectrometer work function one can obtain the core levels of the sample.

2.2.1 Selenium protective capping layer
After the samples are characterized with the in-house UHV techniques they are capped and sealed
for different ex-situ and/or ambient conditions measurements (i.e. ARPES, PPMS-VSM, TEM). First, a 20
nm in-situ selenium capping is deposited at room temperature at the same MBE system. Because the
selenium capping is deposited at room temperature, no chemical reaction with the sample is expected. XPS
core level characterization of V-2p, O-1s and Se-3d revealed such capping protects against ambient
contamination for days as shown on figure 2.3. The black curves show as deposited VSe2 core level
photoemission peaks. VSe2 was used for this test because it would easily oxidize if its surface is in the
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presence of oxygen. The red curves show the measurement after the selenium capping is deposited on top
of the VSe2 sample. The selenium from the capping layer (not chemically bonded) is not at the same binding
energy position than the selenium from the sample (chemically bonded to vanadium). After capping, the
photoemission intensity is dominated by the selenium from the capping layer (at higher binding energy
compared to the selenium from the sample). Also, the vanadium peak intensity decreases because the
capping is covering the vanadium atoms from the sample. To verify the stability of the protective capping
layer, the sample was exposed to air and left on a lab bench for ~30 hrs. After this, the sample was reintroduced into the vacuum system for subsequent XPS measurements. The green curves reveal that
exposing the sample to ambient conditions did not have a significant impact to the otherwise easy-to-oxidize
sample, leaving both selenium and vanadium peak unchanged relative to the peaks before air exposure (red
curve).

Figure 2.3 Air stability of Se-capped VSe2 films. XPS analysis of protection of a VSe2 film from air exposure with a Se capping
layer. (a) V-2p and (b) Se-3d core level peaks are shown for the following sequential sample history: (i) an as-grown film (black),
(ii) after capping the film with ~ 20 nm Se layer (red), (iii) exposure to air for 30 hrs. and reintroduced into the vacuum chamber
(green), (iv) removal of the Se-capping layer by annealing at 200 °C in UHV (blue). The vanadium and selenium peaks appear
almost identical for the as-grown film and after removal of the Se-capping layer, indicating that air exposure does not oxidize or
alter the VSe2 film. Reproduced with permission from Springer Nature, ref.5.
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To remove the selenium capping layer the sample was vacuum annealed at 200 °C/2 hrs.,
temperature at which VSe2 is stable. The blue curves show that after the removal of the selenium capping
layer the peaks return to the as-grown peak positions and intensities (black curve). These experiments
revealed no oxygen was attached to the sample and that the otherwise air-sensitive VSe2 sample is now an
air-stable system that permits ex-situ and non-UHV experiments. This capping layer was used for ex-situ
experiments of UHV grown samples presented in the following chapters.

2.3 Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM)
Surface morphology characterization is done by Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM). This
technique is based on the quantum tunneling effect, see figure 2.4. An atomically sharp tip is approached
to a sample mounted onto an electrically connected tantalum plate. Classically, there should be no current
between the tip and the sample due to their separation in space as electrical charges need an electrical
physical path to enable a current. Even with an applied voltage, the charges will not have enough energy to
jump the vacuum barrier that is in place in the case of the STM set up. Quantum-mechanically, due to the
wave-particle duality property of the electrons there will be a non-zero probability for a non-zero
wavefunction to be found across the barrier (a classical forbidden region). These charges that are able to
cross the vacuum barrier, with the help of an applied bias voltage, will set up a tunneling current. The
relative applied bias voltage and its polarity will determine the direction in which the electrons are tunneled
through the barrier. A positive bias applied to the sample will allow the electrons from the tip to tunnel to
the available states of the sample (conduction band information). When a negative bias is applied to the
sample, the electrons from the sample will tunnel to the available states of the tip (valance band
information). This is comparable to the electron-in-a-box problem. The one-dimensional time independent
Schrödinger’s equation with a vacuum barrier V(x) (with a similar shape than figure2.4(c)), electron energy
E, has two solutions: Ψ1 at the sides of the barrier where E > V(x), equation (2.4), and Ψ2 inside the barrier
where V(x) > E, equation (2.5). Ψ(0) is the solution at the left of the barrier (x = 0). Here, k, equation (2.6)
and k’ equation (2.7) are the wavenumbers and ħ is the reduced Plank’s constant. The probability P of
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finding an electron from the left side of the barrier (at x = 0) at the right of the barrier of width W is given
in equation 2.8.
Ψ1 = Ψ(0)e±ikx (2.4)
Ψ2 = Ψ(0)e±k′x (2.5)
2m(E−V(x)
ħ

k=√

2m(V(x)−E
ħ

k′ = √

(2.6)

(2.7)

P ∝ |Ψ(0)|2 e2k′ W (2.8)

Therefore, the STM setup must be able to control the properties of the barrier to be able to measure
small tunneling currents (in the scale of nano-Amperes) which depends on the tip-sample separation,
applied voltage and the local density of states. This tunneling current is measured at each position of the
scanned sample. This is done by having a piezoelectric transducer which controls the x, y and z directions.
Moving along the x and y directions (parallel to the sample) allows to scan at different sample positions.
The y direction (perpendicular to the sample) is the distance between the sample and the tip, which is very
small (in the order of a few Ångströms). Once the tunneling current it present, the piezoelectric transducer
is controlled by the applied voltage (via a feedback circuit) and consequently the tip-sample distance can
vary to keep the tunneling current stable. This mode is called constant current mode. This height variation
is mapped as a topography image. The ability of the piezoelectric material to contract and elongate very
small (atomic) distances combined with the exponential dependence of the tunneling current on the tipsample distance (~ e2k`W) gives the capability of obtaining atomic resolution images of the surface of the
samples revealing information about the sample topography and density of states. Therefore, conducting
samples (film and substrate) are required to obtain a proper tunneling current. For better atomic resolutions,
the used tip must be as atomically sharp as possible. The tips used for experiments were electrochemically
etched from ~ 2 mm tungsten wires using a 2M NaOH solution.
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Figure 2.4 STM setup diagram. (a) A sample holder made of Ta or stainless steel (in gray) holds the substrate (in black) used to
deposit the film (in orange). A bias voltage is applied between the tip and the substrate. The tip-sample separation is controlled by
a feedback loop that applies a voltage to a piezoelectric transducer to mover the tip to keep a constant tunneling current. (b) The
atoms of an atomically sharp tip interact with the atoms of the film once the tip is approached. (c) Depending on the bias voltage
and tip-sample distance, electrons will tunnel the physical separation (vacuum barrier) creating a tunneling current. An electronictopographical image of the surface is obtained by raster-scanning the tip across the surface and monitoring the feedback-voltage
fed to the piezo-scanner needed to keep the tunneling voltage constant. Plotting this feedback voltage in a 2D map produce a
representation of the surface topography.

Complementary to STM, Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy (STS) is used to obtain density of
states information. It uses the same set up and principles, but instead of scanning across the surface keeping
the tunneling current constant, in STS the position and the tip-sample separation are fixed while the voltage
is varied to measure the change in the tunneling current. In simple terms, STS is a current vs voltage (I vs
V) measurement. The number of available states depends on the slope of this relationship. The quantity
dI/dV, obtained either directly via the use of a lock-in amplifier of by numerical differentiation of the
relationship, is used as a quantity that is proportional to the density of state in the sample (and the tip)3.

Our MBE growth chamber is connected to an analysis chamber containing XPS and the FermiSTM from Omicron Nanotechnology. Additional low temperature measurements were done in a separated
RHK Pan-style STM system with a minimum temperature of ~ 20 K. To transfer the samples to the
separated low temperature STM a home built-vacuum suitcase was used sustaining pressures of 10-8 Torr.
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2.4 Angle-Resolved Photoemission Spectroscopy (ARPES)
ARPES is another technique based on the photoelectric effect similar to XPS. The advantage of
this technique is its ability to provide angular momentum information in k-space and to measure electron
energy dispersion near the Fermi level to obtain the electronic band structure of the sample. It measures the
occupied states in the valence band to reveal energy vs momentum spectra as band dispersion and Fermi
surface mapping. The use of different photon energies allows variation of the surface sensitivity normal to
the sample enabling the understanding of the samples at different penetration depths although the measured
spectra is mostly dominated by the valence bands and therefore it is always a surface sensitive technique.
Here equation (2.1) is still valid. The photon momentum is not considered in the equation because its
contribution its minimal compared to the electron momentum. The electron momentum parallel to the
surface (k||) is given by equation (2.10) which is conserved (along that plane the sample is at the same
potential) and depends on the emission angle θ, see figure 2.5. In this equation m is the mass and E the
kinetic energy of the photoemitted electron. The electron momentum normal to the surface (k⊥) is not
conserved (the potential inside the sample and in the vacuum is not the same) and its given by equation
(2.11) where V is the potential. Equation (2.10) and (2.11) are related by equation (2.9).

Figure 2.5 Diagram of the photoemission process in ARPES. An incident wavelength of energy hν is absorbed by an electron that
is emitted in a k vectoral direction. The emission angle θ is measured with respect to the normal direction. In the photoemission
process k|| is conserved but k⊥ is not due different potential of the sample and vacuum.
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𝒌 = 𝐤 || + 𝐤 ⊥ (2.9)
𝐤 || =

√2𝑚𝐸
sin(𝜃)
ħ

(2.10)

𝐤 ⊥ = √2𝑚(𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 (𝜃) + 𝑉 (2.11).

2.5 Physical Property Measurement System-Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (PPMS-VSM)
The DynaCool Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS) is a multiple measurement station,
commercially available from Quantum Design, with the capability to control the temperature (in the range
of 10-400 K via liquid Helium) and the (externally applied) magnetic field (up to 9 T) in a vacuum of < 104

Torr. It carries electric and magnetic measurements, depending on the setup utilized, in an automated

manner. The setup used for the experiments presented in the upcoming chapters was the Vibrating Sample
Magnetometer (VSM), figure 2.6. This principle of the VSM setup is based on Faraday’s law of induction,
equation 2.12. This law states that in order to have a voltage (or emf) there must be a change in the magnetic
flux. In the VSM setup, the sample is oscillating (vibrating) at a frequency of ~ 40-85 Hz in such way that
there will be an induced emf, which is detected by a pickup coil, if the sample is magnetic (creating a change
in time of the magnetic flux). The sample is placed in an external uniform magnetic field to allow magnetic
hysteresis characterization known as M-H loops. M is the magnetic field intensity coming from the sample
and H is the externally applied magnetic field strength4.
𝜀=−

𝑑Φ𝐵
𝑑𝑡

(2.12)

Figure 2.7 shows the common magnetic responses depending on different magnetic behavior.
Ferromagnetic materials, figure 2.7 (a), will have aligned spins that will try to align with the applied
magnetic field. When this happens the maximum magnetization, MS is obtained and is called the saturation
magnetization. From that point if the external magnetic field is decreased to zero, the spins will still be
somewhat aligned with a non-zero magnetization MR called remanent magnetization. If the external
magnetic field is applied to the opposite direction the spins will become not aligned to finally reach a zero
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magnetic contribution. The value of external magnetic field where this occurs is called the coercive field
HC. This behavior is called the magnetic hysteresis loop. Antiferromagnetic materials, figure 2.7 (b), will
have spins that will try to align to the external magnetic field similar to ferromagnetic materials. The
difference is that the spins always produce a net zero magnetization because they align in a way that they
always cancel each other giving no considerable total net magnetization. Paramagnetic materials, figure 2.7
(c), have randomly aligned spins in the absence of a magnetic field. In the presence of a magnetic field, the
spins in a paramagnetic material will aligned with the magnetic field independently of the direction of it.
Diamagnetic materials, figure 2.7 (d), have no spins when there is no magnetic field. When a magnetic field
is applied there will be spins opposing the direction of the externally applied field. All materials have a
diamagnetic contribution.

Figure 2.6 Diagram of the PPMS system. (a) A temperature and pressured sealed container can be used with different setup for
different types of measurements. (b) Diagram of what happens inside the PPMS container once the sample is introduced using the
VSM option. The sample is mounted in a sample holder and placed in a uniform external magnetic field. The sample is vibrated
and changes in the magnetic flux are picked up by the pick-up coils.
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Figure 2.7 Diagram of different magnetic behaviors with no applied field and with applied field for (a) ferromagnetic materials,
(b) antiferromagnetic materials, (c) paramagnetic materials and (d) diamagnetic materials.

2.6 Summary
UHV growth via MBE allows clean controlled studies that provided an understanding of the
properties of pristine materials. To complement such growth technique, UHV characterization techniques
such as XPS, UPS, STM, STS and ARPES allow contamination-free experiments where the results can be
attributed to the deposited sample due to the purity of the environment in such characterization. The
selenium protective capping layer enables such pristine systems to be studied by ex-situ and ambient
condition techniques including the transportation to collaborating laboratories without exposing the surface
of the samples to ambient contaminants.
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Chapter 3: Synthesis of Vanadium Selenide (Structural and Compositional Analysis)

The recent interest in 2D materials has motivated the pursuit of materials that show emergent
properties at thin forms. VSe2 has been one of the coveted materials that has been recently studied in the
thin limits with many remaining open questions about the true monolayer behavior. For instance, the
proposed emergent ferromagnetic properties in the monolayer limit as well as the existence of the CDW
behavior in the monolayer limit. To properly study the properties of thin films of this material it is necessary
to control and understand its synthesis. Presented here is the structural and compositional analysis of monoto few-layer films of vanadium selenide grown by MBE. Also, thermal stability studies on VSe 2 via postgrowth annealing reveal VSe2 undergoes a transition from the 1T-MX2 TMD structure to self-intercalated
compounds.

3.1 Monolayer VSe2 synthesis via MBE
Commercially available layered materials, usually MoS2 and HOPG, were used as substrates for
our depositions. As-received substrates are cleaved under ambient conditions by the scotch–tape method in
order to expose a fresh surface. Cleaved substrates are mounted onto tantalum or stainless-steel plates which
are cleaned with sandpaper of different grits followed by ultrasonication. Once inside the UHV system, the
cleaved substrates are degassed for 4-6 hrs. at temperatures > 300 °C. XPS characterization is used to verify
the substrates are free of contaminants. For deposition of VSe2 via MBE (as described in chapter 2),
vanadium is deposited from an e-beam source at a slow rate (~ 1 hr. per monolayer). Faster deposition rates
increase the non-uniformity of the samples. Selenium, which is corrosive, is evaporated from a valved, hotwall Se-cracker source. Selenium is deposited in an overpressure (~ 10:1 Se to V) to ensure the sample
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contains enough selenium as it is easily desorbed even at the relatively low growth temperatures and low
pressures used for TMD growths via MBE (usually in the range of 200-400 °C at ~10-8 Torr). The selenium
melting point is 217 °C and its vapor pressure is 10-8 Torr at 89 °C, 10-6 Torr at 125 °C, and 10-4 Torr at
170 °C. These vapor pressures are very high compared to the vapor pressures of vanadium with vapor
pressures of 10-8 Torr at 1,162 °C, 10-6 Torr at 1,332 °C, and 10-4 Torr 1,547 °C and a melting point of 1,980
°C. Values summarized in table 3.1.

Table 3.1 Vanadium and selenium vapor pressures.
Temperature at given vapor pressure
Element

Melting point

10-8 Torr

10-6 Torr

10-4 Torr

V

1,890 °C

1,162 °C

1,332 °C

1,547 °C

Se

217 °C

89 °C

125 °C

170 °C

We were able to synthetize VSe2 in the true sub-and-mono layer regimes1. Experiments and data
on such thin regimes were not previously reported for VSe2. XPS measurements, figure 3.1, confirmed the
correct stoichiometric composition of Se to V (2:1) of “as-grown” samples. To obtain the correct binding
energy positions and stoichiometry the spectra is fitted via CasaXPS software. First a Shirley background
is used to subtract the photoemission background (in gray). Then proper line shapes are used to fit the area
of the peaks, see table 3.2. For non-oxidized vanadium (metallic vanadium), an asymmetric line shape is
usually employed while a symmetric line shape is usually used for oxidized vanadium peaks 2. This is
because, in general, vanadium metallic peaks have a narrow peak width while vanadium oxides peaks tend
to be broader when measured via XPS (this is not a strict fitting requirement). For selenium, a symmetric
line shape was used. Vanadium has two main peaks which are V-2p3/2 at 513.3 eV and V-2p1/2 at 521.0 eV.
It also has a third peak for a vanadium shake-up satellite at ~ 530 eV. A shake-up satellite occurs when an
outgoing photoelectron loses kinetic energy which will appear in a slightly higher binding energy compared
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to the expected main peak position. This vanadium satellite overlaps with the expected main peak position
of oxygen (O1s). This peak is sometimes erroneously ascribed to oxygen in vanadium compounds although
for our growth conditions (deposition at < 10-8 Torr) no oxygen is expected. This vanadium satellite has
been well documented3,4. Also, XPS measurements before deposition, on substrates after cleaving and
degassing, show no oxygen background around the 530 eV binding energy region and there is no trace of
other secondary oxygen peaks. Such V-satellite area is included into the area accounted for composition,
although the satellite intensity is a very small percentage (~5%) of the total vanadium intensity. Selenium
has two main peaks which are Se-3d5/2 at 53.25 eV and Se-3d3/2 at 54.11 eV. Taking the areas of these peak
intensities into consideration with their proper sensitivity factors reveal a Se to V ratio of ~2 for the “asgrown” samples at a growth temperature of 350 °C. The binding energies of the main peaks of V and Se
are in good agreement with the reported VSe2 values5. Fitting parameters for V and Se are listed in table
3.2.

Figure 3.1 XPS peak fitting of the raw data for (a) V-2p and (b) Se-3d.
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Table 3.2 XPS fitting parameters for V-2p and Se-3d
Element

Line shape

Background Sensitivity

Spin-orbit

Spin-orbit

Spin-orbit

type

factors

splitting Δ

area ratio

FWHM

V-2p

LA (1.9, 5.7, 8)

Shirley

9.59

7.6 eV

0.51

1.1

Se-3d

GL (30)

Shirley

2.46

0.86 eV

0.736

1.2

The film morphology was characterized by STM, figure 3.2 (a)-(b). Monolayer height of 0.61 nm
is in good agreement with the layer separation in bulk VSe26. On HOPG the island grew preferentially at
the step-edges of the HOPG substrate while in MoS2 it shows the moiré structure due the lattice mismatch
between VSe2 and MoS2 (a = b = 0.31 nm and c = 1.2 nm for 2H-MoS2). In both systems the VSe2 show a
strong edge at the Fermi-level via UPS, characteristic of a 1T-metallic behavior, figure 3.2 (c). This resolves
the open question about the structure of the monolayer since DFT calculations predicted both 1T (metallic)
and 2H (semi-conductive) as possible structures with similar stability7. As of now, we have not observed
evidence of the 2H structure in our samples. There has been no reported evidence of the 2H structure in
monolayer, multilayer or bulk limit.

Figure 3.2 STM large scale image of monolayer VSe2 grown on (a) HOPG and (b) MoS2. (c) UPS spectra showing the metallic
edge of VSe2 on HOPG and MoS2 and compared to Au on inset. Reproduced with permission from Springer Nature, ref.1.
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3.2 Vanadium selenides post-growth annealing induced transitions to intercalated compounds
The observed structure of bulk VSe2 has consistently been the 1T structure. Despite this there has
been studies arguing the 2H structure is energetically viable on the monolater limit as detailed in chapter 1.
As mentioned before, no experimental evidence of 2H-VSe2 has been found in the bulk limit nor on the thin
limits. What has been observed in the thin limits has been structural variations8,9. Although no
compositional analysis was presented on these studies they were labeled as TMD with a VSe2 composition.
Compositional control in MBE growth of chalcogenides is, however, challenging. As mentioned in chapter
2, the TMD growth via MBE requires an over pressure of chalcogen to ensure enough selenium content
given the low chamber pressures used in MBE deposition. Furthermore, different growth conditions (e.g.
thermal growth conditions) competing compositional phases might be favored. In fact, the transition from
VSe2 to intercalated compounds due post-growth annealing at high temperatures is presented here.

To study the transition from TMDs to intercalated compounds we studied VSe2 thermal stability
with post-growth annealing. For this, VSe2 with monolayer and bilayer regions was grown on MoS2 as
explained above. A growth temperature of 350 °C in the MBE chamber was used. Immediately after growth,
the samples were transferred to the XPS/STM chamber connected to the MBE. Initial, “as-grown”, XPS
characterization revealed a composition close to the expected 2:1 selenium to vanadium ratio in VSe 2.
Subsequently, the sample was annealed at increasing temperatures revealing a composition change, see
figure 3.3 (a). Selenium drastically decreases at a faster pace compared to vanadium dropping the original
ratio decrease to 1.66 with annealing at 650 °C, see table 3.3. It is important to note that XPS measurements
generally have an uncertainty of ~10%. Besides changing the composition, post-growth annealing shifts the
binding energy position of the main core-level peaks, table 3.3. The selenium peak shifts a total of +0.46
eV (binding energy increase) whereas the vanadium peak shifts a total of -0.37 eV (binding energy
decrease) for the maximum post-growth annealing temperatures used (650 °C). The selenium and vanadium
shifting to opposite binding energy directions might be indicative of a structural change besides the
composition change.
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Figure 3.3 Evolution of VSe2 with post growth annealing. (a) The ratio for the Se-3d/V-2p peak intensity as a function of
temperatures with core levels shown in inset. Surface morphology measurements with color coded corresponding to three annealing
temperatures are shown in (b), (c), and (d). Below each large-scale image, the corresponding line scan of the areas indicated by
colored lines. Insets show the atomic corrugation. LEED data taken at 70 eV for low- and high-temperature annealing is also
shown on insets. Reproduced with permission of John Wiley and Sons, ref.21.47

Table 3.3 Peak ratios and binding energy shifts relative to “as-grown” VSe2 with annealing temperature.
Temperature

Se: V

Se-3d B.E. Shift

V-2p B.E. Shift

350 °C (as grown)

2.00

___

___

450 °C

1.88

+0.15 eV

-0.13 eV

550 °C

1.74

+0.40 eV

-0.26 eV

600 °C

1.68

+0.46 eV

-0.36 eV

650 °C

1.66

+0.46 eV

-0.37 eV
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Structural characterization was done as a function of post-growth annealing temperatures as well,
figure 3.3 (b)-(d). STM large scale images at a post-growth annealing temperature of 450 °C (green color)
still show similar features compared to the “as-grown” VSe2/MoS2 reported in figure 3.2 (b) except there
is more bilayer regions although we can still find portions where the substrate can be seen. The line scans
for the large-scale images show the step height to be 0.61 nm for both the monolayer and the bilayer (total
of ~1.2 nm) as expected. Inset of figure 3.3 (b) shows this temperature still shows a 1 × 1 structure meaning
it has the same unit cell as the “as grown” sample. Low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) is shown in the
inset revealing the hexagonal diffractions spots of the sample are aligned with the diffraction spots from
the substrate. This is expected in van der Waals epitaxial growths as the film follow the substrate as it is
deposited. Figure 3.3 (c) shows that at a higher post-growth annealing temperature of 550 °C a new
superstructure, labeled 2 × 1, is coexisting with the original 1 × 1 structure. It is labeled as such because it
appears to be alternating brighter and darker rows. It could also just be a 2 × 2 with strong anisotropy as it
will look similar in STM. Further evidence of a new structure is shown in figure 3.3 (d) inset where LEED
shows extra diffractions spots with double periodicity after a high temperature annealing of 650 °C. This 2
× 1-like structure was recently reported in VSe2 grown on bilayer graphene on SiC and attributed to a 1T’
(distorted 1T) structure obtained at high growth temperatures8,9 although at least one of these8 agree that
the 1T` structure is not expected in VSe2. The 1T` structure is seen in group 6-TMD’s (e.g. WSe2, WTe2
and MoTe2) and not in group 5-TMD’s (VSe2) since this structure is expected in TMDs with d-electrons
counts of d2, as mentioned in chapter 1. Comparison between the 1T’ and 1T structure is shown in figure
1.6. These two reports do not discuss the compositions of the samples grown at higher temperature and
their 1T`models assume the atoms are displaced but not lost. The compositional changes showed in figure
3.3 (a) point out that this is not a 1T’ since this structure does not require considerable compositional
changes. Instead this seems to be a gradual structural change associated with a gradual compositional
change. This is evidenced by figure 3.3 (d) where annealing at 650 °C stabilized the 2 × 1 structure (no 1 ×
1 was found anymore) and the composition ratio of Se:V decreased to 1.6:1. Instead of a 1T’ structure this
might be a vanadium-intercalated compound since our XPS composition agrees with an intercalated
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composition. Figure 1.6 showed the compositions and superstructures expected for different intercalation
structures. Table 3.4 summarizes the expected composition ratios and superstructures for each intercalated
structure V(1+y)Se2, where y is the amount of intercalated V atoms besides the full layer of V atoms in a
TMD-like termination. As mentioned, XPS measurements generally have an uncertainty of ~10% accuracy
both V5Se8 or V3Se4 are possible options for the phase observed. This is consistent with the observed STM
which could be 2 × 1 (figure 1.6 (e)) consistent with the V3Se4 structure or with a 2 × 2 with strong consistent
with the V5Se8 structure (figure 1.6 (c)) anisotropy but it does not resemble the √3 × √3 R30° (figure 1.6
(b)) superstructure of the V2Se3.

Table 3.4 Summary of the V-intercalated structures in relation to their composition and superstructure.
Intercalated

Dichalcogenide

Chalcogen-metal ratio

Superstructure

Structures

Formula

(X/M)

V5Se8

V (1+1/4) Se2

1.6

2×2

V2Se3

V (1+1/3) Se2

1.5

√3 × √3 R30°

V3Se4

V (1+1/2) Se2

1.3

2×1

Vanadium selenides are known to form intercalated bulk compounds and it has been recently
observed in MBE grown samples using Al2O3 (sapphire) substrates at a relatively high growth temperature
of 450 °C in addition to 30-60 min. of in-situ post-growth annealing10. Although this in-situ annealing was
done with the goal of improving crystallinity, they did not discuss or consider the effect of selenium
desorption (due the relatively high growth temperature) and selenium re-adsorption (due the excess
selenium available in the growth chamber after growth) which might explain why they observed the first
deposited layer to be VSe2 but the subsequent layers to be V5Se8. Stoichiometric growth of TMDs via MBE
is not a simple task due to the high vapor pressure of the chalcogens that results in chalcogen loss if an
overpressure of the chalcogen is not present during growth. The failure to have excess chalcogen during
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growth might led to the unintentional growth of intercalated compounds being reported as stoichiometric
MX2 with the interpretation of the 1T’-VSe2 structure8,9.

For an atom to be intercalated between layers there should be a minimum of two layers, therefore
the intercalation process would be difficult in the monolayer regions of the “as-grown” samples.
Interestingly, we observe the monolayer regions being transformed to bilayer regions which allows the
intercalation between the layers to occur. Figure 3.3 (b) shows monolayer terraces often seen in the “asgrown” sample that are not observed anymore as the sample is annealed to 650 °C, figure 3.3 (d). This is
confirmed by the line scans showing only bilayer step heights (i.e. ~ 1.2 nm) after annealing whereas
previously monolayer regions could be observed as well as the bilayer regions (i.e. regions with ~0.6 nm
height and regions with ~ 1.2 nm height coexisting). This seems to indicate that the high temperature postgrowth annealing provides enough energy for the atoms to become mobile enough to restructure in a
preferred bi-layer intercalated configuration. At this temperature it is possible to find large areas where the
substrate can be seen in contrast to when the VSe2 film was originally deposited indicating that that the
VSe2 atoms originally covering the substrate have moved or been lost.

To further validate the metal intercalation, ex-situ cross-sectional Scanning Transition Electron
Microscopy (STEM) was performed on annealed samples at the National High Magnetic Field Laboratory,
Florida State University, figure 3.4. For this, samples were capped with a selenium protective layer as
detailed in chapter 2. The smaller mass of vanadium and its diluted distribution between the VSe2 layers
make it difficult to confirm presence of vanadium in between the layers. To confirm its presence, Fourier
analysis accurately reveal the in-plane lattice constant to be ~0.34866 ± 0.0004 nm. This lattice constant
matches the lattice constant of the two possible intercalation compounds which are 0.3480 nm (V5Se8) and
0.3478 nm (V3Se4). In contrast, our obtained value is in poor agreement with VSe2 (0.3350 nm) validating
that the observed structure and composition is related to an intercalated compound in agreement with STM
and XPS characterizations. Since the two possible intercalated structures, V5Se8 and V3Se4, are expected to
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be very similar when analyzed with the used characterizations techniques it is difficult to conclude which
one is observed specially in this ultra-thin limit. It is interesting to point out that the compositional transition
is reversible via exposure to a selenium atmosphere at growth temperatures. Reversibility between different
structures has been recently observed in a very similar system, monolayer VS211.

Figure 3.4 (a) Cross-sectional TEM of vanadium selenide after high temperature post-growth annealing. (b) Fast Fourier transform
showing the diffraction spots of the MoS2 substrates and two streaks (red arrows) indicating the periodicity of the vanadium selenide
bilayer. Using the MoS2 substrate as a calibration grating the periodicity of the (040) vanadium selenide is determined to be 0.1743
± 0.0002 nm. Reproduced with permission of John Wiley and Sons, ref.21.

To further study the evolution of the intercalated structures, high resolution XPS measurements
were taken at the Elettra Sincrotrone Trieste in Italy. For sample delivery, a protective selenium capping
was used as detailed in chapter 2. At arrival, the samples were de-capped by high vacuum annealing. “Asgrown” samples had the stoichiometric composition of VSe2. Figure 3.5 shows how the Se-3d core-level
peaks taken with 3 different photon energies (hν = 150 eV, 200 eV and 450 eV) evolve with surface
sensitivity and post-growth annealing starting with the “as-grown” sample and follow up with two
subsequent annealing temperatures (400 °C and 450 °C). It is important to point out that these temperatures
are based on the temperature calibration of the host laboratory and might differ from the temperature
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calibration of our in-house equipment. Fitting parameters of peak separation due spin-orbit coupling, their
area ratio, and the FMHW were constrained for each photon energy and each set of data. Each measurement
was taken with its correspondent Fermi level for calibration purposes.

Figure 3.5 High resolution XPS of Se-3d and V-2p as evolution at different annealing temperatures. Raw data is plotted in black
and the fittings in colors (red, blue and light blue). For Se-3d three different photoenergies (a) 150 eV, (b) 200 eV and (c) 450eV
with decreasing surface sensitivity reveal two different Se-doublets (red and blue). The intensity percentages of each doublet are
indicated for each spectrum. V-2p was taken at a photoenergy of (d) 750eV. The ball and stick model illustrate that initially (in
the “as-grown” sample) only one Se doublet is present (in red) and is attributed to selenium atoms coordinated in the characteristic
TMD structure. After high vacuum annealing a second doublet appears (in blue) and its attributed to the selenium coordinated to
the intercalated vanadium atoms. For vanadium only one doublet is seen (light blue) before and after the high vacuum annealing.
Reproduced with permission of John Wiley and Sons, ref.21.

The “as-grown” sample shows a single Se-3d doublet (in red), composed of Se-3d5/2 and Se-3d3/2,
with the expected binding energy separation of 0.86 eV for each of the 3 different photoenergies. With a
high vacuum annealing temperature of 400 °C, a second Se-3d doublet appears (in blue). The intensity of
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the new doublet increases with a higher vacuum annealing temperate of 450 °C. The intensity percentage
evolution for each doublet is summarized in table 3.5. The two different doublets are attributed to different
Se-coordinated atoms. The Se-doublet present in the “as-grown” sample is attributed to selenium atoms
coordinated to three vanadium atoms characteristic of the “sandwich structure” in TMDs. The second Sedoublet that appears after high vacuum annealing is assigned to selenium atoms coordinated to four
vanadium atoms. Three of these are the ones present in the TMD structure and the fourth coordination from
intercalated vanadium atoms. Figure 3.5 shows a color-coded model illustrating the intercalation structure
where two different selenium species can be seen (in red and in blue). The binding energy difference
between the Se-doublets might be better explained by a change in electrostatic energy at the selenium site
rather than charge transfer between atoms12. For V-2p, figure 3.5 (d), a single doublet, composed of V-2p3/2
and V-2p1/2 is seen with the expected 7.6 eV binding energy difference for all photon energies. The fitting
line shape applied for the “as-grown” sample also fits the after annealing data and the line shapes used are
similar to other report5. The vanadium shape (in light blue) does not change much always having only one
doublet indicating the coordination for the vanadium atoms in the TMD structure is the same as the
intercalated vanadium atoms. The intensity ratio of the two Se-doublets changes as a function of
photoenergy indicating these are originating from two different depths. The lowest photoenergy used (150
eV) is extremely surface sensitive and shows the Se-doublet assigned to the TMD structure dominating the
intensity even after high temperature annealing, therefore, the atoms in the outer top surface are arranged
in a TMD-like coordination. The biggest photoenergy used (450 eV) is less surface sensitive and shows
both doublets with about the same sensitivity after high temperature annealing suggesting that at that depth
both species of selenium atoms are being measured by the photoemission experiment. Again, the intensities
for each doublet as a function of photoenergy for each step is summarized in table 3.5. This points out that
the transition to intercalated structures is consistent with measurements via STM, XPS, LEED and TEM.
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Table 3.5 High resolution XPS composition evolution for different annealing step and photon energy.
Annealing step

Doublet 1 / Doublet 2 intensities at the given photoenergies
150eV

200eV

450eV

“As-grown”

100% / 0%

100% / 0%

100% / 0%

400 °C

87% / 13%

81% / 19%

75% / 25%

450 °C

60% / 40%

46% / 54%

50% / 50%

3.3 Work function of vanadium selenides systems before and after annealing
VSe2 nanosheets has been proposed to display great electrocatalytic hydrogen evolution reaction
(HER) performance13. Although this is an interesting observation, films on such report were prepared via a
wet chemical-colloidal synthesis method that does not guarantees the cleanliness of the samples. In fact,
their XPS measurements reveal an extra peak between the V-2p3/2 and the V-2p1/2 peaks which is not
expected for VSe2. Regardless, for electrocatalysis a lower work function material usually its beneficial
since it reduces the energetic barrier for electrons to transfer from the electrocatalyst14. But this would be a
contradiction to the known properties of VSe2 which is a high work function material (5.76 eV) at least in
the bulk form5,15,16. Lui et al. reported a lowered work function compared to bulk in their monolayer
VSe2/HOPG samples of 5.52 eV via local work function measurements via an STM-based local probe
technique5. Even more surprising was the observation of a drastically reduced local work function of 2.60
eV found at the edges of the VSe2 monolayer islands. The origin of this different work function at the edges
of the VSe2 remained unexplained and it is not clear if it can be properly attributed to stoichiometric VSe2.
Because of it, it would be interesting to understand the behavior of the work function in VSe2.

We studied the work function behavior of our VSe2/MoS2 system before and after annealing via a
combination of XPS and UPS measurements, figure 3.6. It is important to note that our UPS setup is
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measuring the entire surface of the system and it is therefore our work function measurements are not local
measurement as reported in5. The work function (Φ) of the plain MoS2 (before growth) was measured to be
4.4 eV consistent with bulk n-doped MoS217,18. The “as-grown” monolayer VSe2 work function measures
lower (4.9 eV) than VSe2 bulk consistent with5. To the best of our knowledge there are no reports that the
work function in VSe2 has a thickness dependence. Since the work function of the (metal) VSe2 is bigger
than the (semiconductor) MoS2 we can treat this as a typical metal-semiconductor Schottky junction. The
core levels of the substrate MoS2 shift after growing VSe2 on top of it. The shift is 0.1 eV (in blue) to lower
binding energy indicating an upwards band bending by this amount. This implies a 0.4 eV (in red) interface
dipole is needed to align the vacuum levels of MoS2 and VSe2 since there is a 0.5 eV total difference in their
work functions, as illustrated in figure 3.6 (b). After post-growth annealing in vacuum, the measured work
function of the sample decreases to 4.4 eV, which was the original work function of the plain MoS2
substrate. In addition, the VSe2-induced band bending of the MoS2 bands vanishes with annealing. This
suggest an unusual flat band alignment as shown in figure 3.6 (c), with no interface dipole. The interface
dipole in van der Waals heterostructures (i.e. interface without covalent bonds) could be due to the charge
redistribution in a “cushion” effect also referred to as effective work function19. One way to change the
interaction of the frontier orbitals (that causes the cushion effect) is to change the substrate-monolayer
separation and thus the push-back of the electron orbitals. Also, a different work function after annealing
could be explained by a composition change as described above due to the intercalation process. In fact, a
reduction of the work function of bulk VSe2 by almost 2 eV is observed after alkali-metal intercalation (Na,
K, Cs)20. It is important to note that self-intercalation of V atoms and alkali-metal intercalation should not
be directly compared. Although alkali intercalated atoms could change the band structure and the CDW
properties they do not drive transformations to different structure/compositions as the self-metalintercalated structures. Substrate effects could also be potentially involved in this work function change but
XPS and UPS are limited in such type of experiments limiting the exploration of such route. It would be
interesting for future experiments to explore if there is any HER performance in the vanadium intercalated
systems and if it is related to their lowered work function compared to VSe2.
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Figure 3.6 Band diagram of the metal-semiconductor Schottky junction between VSe2 and MoS2 progression (a) before growthplain MoS2 substrate (b) as grown VSe2 on MoS2 substrate (c) post-growth annealing of the system. Φ is the work function and X
is the electron affinity. As grown VSe2 creates a surface dipole of 0.4 eV (in red) due the differences in the work functions of the
film and the substrate. The substrate band bending is only 0.1 eV (in blue), not enough to cover the 0.5 eV difference in the work
functions. After post growth annealing, the measured work function decreased drastically to match the original plain MoS2 substrate
work function (in green). Not drawn to scale.

3.4 Summary
1T-VSe2 was synthesized in the monolayer and sub-monolayer limits providing a novel opportunity
to explore properties of monolayer VSe2, which will be discussed in the next chapter. The monolayer limit
preferred the metallic 1T structure similar to the bulk limit with similar layer height. The predicted 2Hphase was not observed experimentally.
Under low temperature growth conditions, we always obtain VSe2. However, it was shown that it
is possible to obtain vanadium intercalated structures by high temperature vacuum annealing. The
intercalation process included a monolayer-to-bilayer transition not previously reported but plausible for
the transition to other structures known to occur in vanadium selenide compounds (i.e. V5Se8 and V3Se4).
The ability to transition to intercalated structures could enable further tunability of TMD materials once the
intercalated structures are further studied and understood.
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Chapter 4: Properties of Vanadium Selenides

As previously mentioned, VSe2 has been proposed via DFT to be a candidate to become
ferromagnetic in the monolayer regime. Here we show that there is indeed a strong temperature
ferromagnetism in the monolayer regime in our vanadium selenide samples via VSM measurements.
Although VSM is not an element specific technique, control experiment on plain substrates indicates that
the ferromagnetism is only observed after vanadium selenide deposition. Although magnetic properties are
measured by magnetometry, we show by XMCD and ARPES measurement that this magnetism is not due
to itinerant magnetic ordering of VSe2, as has been predicted by DFT calculations. Instead, the
ferromagnetism appears after post-growth annealing of VSe2, which, as detailed in chapter 3, transforms
VSe2 into intercalated compounds. Magnetic characterization as a function of post-growth annealing reveals
a similar trend as the transformation to intercalated compounds. The higher the post-growth annealing
temperature, the higher the intercalation amount and the stronger the ferromagnetism. A combination of
VSM, XMCD and ARPES measurements verify the lack of magnetization in VSe2 with no annealing and
therefore with no intercalated V atoms. The question remains why DFT calculations predicts the monolayer
VSe2 to be ferromagnetic and the argument here is that DFT calculations did not considered the competition
between the CDW and the ferromagnetic state which is here supported by DFT predictions of our
collaborators in good agreement with our experimental data.

4.1 Magnetic properties of vanadium selenides.
There has been a lot of interest in finding materials to be used in Spintronics, that is, materials
where the spin current could be used instead of the traditional charge currents. For this, materials with
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effective magnetic moments are required for efficiency and tunability in modern applications. Motivated
by this, there have been attempts to induce magnetism in the 2D family of materials. Initial trials were able
to induce magnetism in graphene1,112,3 which is intrinsically diamagnetic. Although such interesting
experiments on graphene allowed fundamental studies on local spin behaviors, they are not useful for
practical applications since these local magnetic sites produce a very small total magnetization.

Alternative promising routes have begun with other thin 2D materials showing ferromagnetic
properties. These are being commonly labeled as 2D magnets. The first experimental evidence of
ferromagnetism in a 2D material was obtained in bilayer Cr2Ge2Te644. This material, which is ferromagnetic
in the bulk limit, remains ferromagnetic down to the bilayer with a Tc dependence decrease of 65 K to 30
K while going from bulk to the bilayer. The bilayer was prepared by mechanical exfoliation via adhesive
tape on 260 nm thick SiO2/Si chips. The monolayer was not studied because it degraded too quickly.
Theoretically, ferromagnetic properties should not be possible in the monolayer limit according to an
isotropic model, the Heisenberg model by the Mermin–Wagner theorem5 due thermal fluctuations. It is
argued that Cr2Ge2Te6 is an almost-ideal Heisenberg type material showing intrinsic behavior in the bilayer
limit where the anisotropy comes as a result of the existence of a spin wave excitation gap. The first
experimental evidence of ferromagnetism in a monolayer was found in CrI3 obtained by micromechanical
exfoliation6. This material, which is ferromagnetic in the bulk limit, retains its ferromagnetic properties
almost identically in the monolayer with a small Tc dependence decrease from 61 K to 45 K while going
from bulk to the monolayer. It is important to note that bilayer CrI3 does not show ferromagnetic properties.
The argument is that each monolayer in the bilayer sample is ferromagnetic, but the interlayer coupling is
antiferromagnetic although such coupling mechanism is not fully understood. CrI3 is an Ising type
(anisotropic model) material allowing it to behave ferromagnetically in the monolayer limit. These
materials provide a great opportunity for fundamental spintronic experiments at low temperatures but for
room temperature experiments and for practical applications a room temperature ferromagnetic material
has been highly desired.
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Figure 4.1 (a) M-H hysteresis loops at 300 K for VSe2 film with increasing post-growth annealing. A linear diamagnetic
background from the substrate is subtracted. All samples were grown at low growth temperature of ~250 °C (to avoid the
intercalation described in chapter 3) on a MoS2 substrate and subsequently annealed to different target temperatures (to induce
intercalation) before being capped with selenium. The inset shows a zoom-in of the same data. For “as-grown” samples (black
curve) and for annealing temperatures below 250 °C (red curve), no magnetization is discernable. Annealing to 450 °C (green) and
550 °C (blue), causes appearance of strong magnetic signal possibly due to the transformation to the intercalated-TMD-terminated
structure. (b) The samples annealed at 550 °C (blue curve) was exfoliated twice (light blue and pink curves) removing all the
deposited monolayer film at the top surface (including the selenium capping). The remaining magnetization after exfoliation is
attributed initially to intercalated V atoms in the substrate MoS2.

One possible route in obtaining robust, practical magnetization in the thin limits is monolayer VSe2
which have been predicted to be ferromagnetic7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14 although VSe2 in its bulk form is
paramagnetic15,16. Using First principles calculations it was predicted that V atoms have a magnetic moment
in the range of 1 to 0.4 µB (considered high) and Se atoms -0.05 µB (considered low) making VSe2 a good
prospect due to the expected magnetic contribution of the V atom. The hypothesis is that by reducing VSe2
to a monolayer, VSe2 would exhibit new properties, a ferromagnetic ground state. In the theoretical
predictions of ferromagnetism in VSe2, the monolayer was predicted to have two possible structural phases
if stabilized: 1T- metallic (like bulk VSe2) and 2H-semiconducting. Both ground states were predicted to
be ferromagnetic and almost equally energetically favorable. K. Experimentally, Xu et al. reported
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ferromagnetism in their 4-8 layers of VSe2 obtained by liquid exfoliation17 (formamide solvent) but the
cleanliness of the experiments raised questions about its validity. Furthermore, since their thinnest samples
were thicker than 4 layers, the monolayer behavior was still unexplored. By protecting our MBE grown
samples with the selenium capping layer, as detailed in chapter 2, we were able to remove the samples from
the UHV chamber and perform ex-situ magnetic measurements on pristine samples in the PPMS-VSM
setup.

We observed a strong room temperature ferromagnetism in our samples, figure 4.1. Although the
observed magnetization is still not fully understood the current data lead us to believe that this magnetism
is not due to stoichiometric VSe2 and instead it can be correlated to the intercalated structures discussed in
chapter 3. Figure 4.1 (a) shows hysteresis loops of monolayer VSe2 as a function of post-growth annealing.
Sample preparation of at low growth temperatures (250 ℃) to avoid V intercalation, resulted in negligible
magnetization (black curve). Post-growth annealing at the same low temperatures (250 ℃) also showed
similar negligible magnetization (red curve). This negligible magnetization is at the limit of the instrument
resolution (1-3 µemu) which can be obtained from the plain instrument sample holder. With increased
annealing temperatures of 450℃ (which is over 200 ℃ above the growth temperature-green curve) and
550℃ (which is over 300 ℃ above the growth temperature-blue curve) the magnetic properties increase,
and more importantly, match the trend observed in the intercalation processes described in chapter 3. This
is a strong evidence that the magnetization depends heavily on the self-intercalation of V atoms. Previous18
and recent19 magnetic studies in bulk also pointed out how the measured magnetic properties depended
heavily in the sample preparation conditions. The vanadium selenide intercalated compounds V3Se4 and
V5Se8 are known to be weakly antiferromagnetic in the bulk limit with very low Neel transitions
temperatures: 18 K for V3Se4 and 27 K for V5Se820. The argument was that V atoms contribute differently
to the magnetization depending on the site they occupy (i.e. whether they are intercalated or not). A recent
study was able to measure magnetic properties in their VSe2/V5Se8 multilayer system21. Their obtained
system consists on the initial growth resulting in the first layer being VSe2 and subsequent layers resulting
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in V5Se8. Another recent group reported magnetism in their monolayer VSe2 system that underwent
annealing to create selenium-deficient line defects. So, considering the structural changes to intercalated
compounds observed via STM and XPS detailed in chapter 3, the magnetization could be attributed to the
new transition-metal-intercalated structures with TMD termination.

Further evidence that the intercalated atoms are the origin of the observed magnetization is shown
in figure 4.1(b). Here the VSe2 sample annealed at 550 ℃ from figure 4.1 (a) is replotted in figure 4.1 (b)
as a function of number of exfoliations. For the exfoliation, immediately after VSM characterization, the
sample was exfoliated using the scotch tape method. The scotch tape exfoliation removes both the deposited
film and the selenium capping leaving just the MoS2 substrate. Scotch tape exfoliation is commonly used
to clean and reuse many layered materials, and this is considered standard practice. MoS2 is diamagnetic so
one could expect a diamagnetic background, but instead, a strong magnetization can still be seen (light blue
curve) although it dropped by approximately half of the original value. This can be initially attributed to be
evidence that the V intercalates not only into the VSe2 film but also into the substrate. It is important to note
that each MoS2 substrate was degassed at our highest available temperature, 650 ℃¸ before depositing the
samples used for these measurements of figure 4.1. Therefore, the observed strong magnetization cannot
be attributed to defects in the MoS2 substrate due to high temperature annealing since in such cases all the
samples would have shown the same magnetic properties. A second exfoliation (pink curve), shows the
magnetic properties decreased slightly indicating that most of the intercalants were in the top layers and the
rest of the intercalants are somewhat uniformly distributed in the rest of the MoS 2 substrate. To verify this
MoS2 substrate magnetization due to V intercalants, more experiments are needed. For instance, TEM could
verify if there are indeed intercalants in between the MoS2 layers as it was done in chapter 3 (figure 3.4).
Also, enabling direct intercalation into the MoS2 without the VSe2 deposition would be an interesting route
to explore. This last route cannot be done in our selenium dedicated MBE system as extra selenium would
be available in the system and therefore vanadium selenides compounds could still be formed. Since the
exfoliation was done at ambient conditions, the observed magnetization is stable in air up to two weeks (the
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second exfoliation was performed two weeks after the post-growth annealing and the first exfoliation
experiment). Air stability might be consistent with recent reports of an air-stable magnetism in VSe222
although we don’t agree with the attribution of the magnetic properties to stoichiometric VSe 2. As
mentioned in chapter 3, they observed a low local work function in the edges of their sample similar to
what we observe in our samples after port-growth, figure 3.6. It could be possible that their samples have
also intercalated V atoms as their data matches our data after post-growth annealing (ferromagnetism, low
work function and air stability). More experiments studying the air stability and work function are needed
in our samples in order to understand if any connections could be made. The lack of ferromagnetism in our
stoichiometric VSe2 (with no intercalated V atoms) is also evidenced by X-ray magnetic circular dichroism
(XMCD) measurements taken at beamline I10 of the Diamond Light Source in the United Kingdom, figure
4.2. XMCD studies performed by other groups have also shown lack of ferromagnetism in the V atoms of
VSe223,24.

Figure 4.2 VSe2 X-ray absorption (XAS) of the V L2,3 edge and the XMCD signal for an applied field of 3 and 5 T.
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For the control measurements, single crystals of VSe2 and the plain HOPG and MoS2 substrates
covered with the selenium capping layer were tested confirming the magnetization only appears after film
deposition, figure 4.3. Single crystal MoS2 shows some very small hysteresis, figure 4.3 (c), which could
be the previously reported ferromagnetism due to defects25 and is within the instrument’s resolution (1-3
µemu).

Figure 4.3 VSM hysteresis loops for (a) Single crystal VSe2 conditions (b) Single crystal VSe2 cleaved in UHV conditions and
capped with Selenium (c) Single crystal MoS2 (d) HOPG. All measurements were taken at room temperature. Reproduced with
permission from Springer Nature, ref.26.
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Figure 4.4 Magnetic properties of mildly annealed VSe2 films on HOPG substrates. (a), M–H hysteresis loops taken at 10 and
330 K. The inset shows the in-plane L-MOKE loop at 300 K. (b) The in-plane and out-of-plane M–H loops at 300 K for the
monolayer on HOPG. The inset shows the reproducible values of M S at 300 K for different monolayer samples grown on HOPG.
(c) Temperature dependences of HC and MS. The variation in MS and HC around 120 K is indicative of the possible coupling of
magnetism to the CDW that is enhanced in the monolayer. (d) Variations in MS and variation of the non-monotonous behavior
associated with transition temperature of the CDW with the number of layers of VSe 2 film. The inset shows the temperature
dependence of MS for all samples studied. The error bars for HC, MS and transition temperature of the CDW are standard deviations
obtained by repeating the measurements three times for the same sample. Uncertainties in the layer thickness derived from XPS
and STM surface roughness. Reproduced with permission from Springer Nature, ref.26.

Magnetization vs magnetic field (M vs H) hysteresis characterization of mildly annealed vanadium
selenide on HOPG is shown in figure 4.4. They reveal a strong room temperature (330 K) and low
temperature (15 K) in plane magnetism26. Magnetic order of the sample was independently confirmed by
longitudinal magneto-optic Kerr effect (L-MOKE), inset of figure 4.4 (a). The magnetization was found to
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be in plane although magnetization can still be measured out of plane, figure 4.4 (b). The room temperature
magnetism observed was verified by measured the dependence of the coercive field (HC) and the saturation
magnetization (MS) up to 330 K. MS is increased as the dimensions are reduced highlighting the importance
of having the capability of synthetizing materials in the monolayer limit, figure 4.4 (d). There is a feature
in the MS around 110-130 K. This is the temperature range where the Tc of the VSe2-CDW occurs.
Therefore, such feature of the magnetism could be initially prescribed to the CDW transition temperature.
VSe2 has a non-monoatomic thickness dependence of the CDW transition temperature strongly observed
at these temperatures27 due the 3D to 2D crossover in the Fermi surface topology at around 20 nm (~3-4
layers). A similar trend is observed for the Tc as measured from the zero-field cooled and field-cooled
measurements, figure 4.5. The feature prescribed to the CDW shifts as a function of layers. The M S
decreases as the number of layers is increased consistent with the bulk being paramagnetic.

Figure 4.5 Temperature dependence of zero-field-cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled (FC) magnetization of (a) single layer and (b)
multilayers. Temperature dependences of zero-field-cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled (FC) magnetization show noted up-turns with
lowering temperature, which could be related to CDW transition temperatures. These features appear at 121 K and 108 K for 0.5
and 11 layers, respectively. These values match well with those determined from the temperature dependence of saturation
magnetization (inset of figure 4.5(d)). Reproduced with permission from Springer Nature, ref.26.
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Figure 4.6 Magnetic properties of mildly annealed VSe2 films on MoS2 substrates. (a) M–H loops taken at 100 K and 300 K. (b)
The strong temperature dependences of HC and MS. (c) Variations of MS and HC with the number of layers. The inset shows the
M–H loops for the mono-, bi- and multilayer samples. (d), Anomalous Hall-effect measurements. Magnetic field dependences of
resistance (R) and voltage (V) taken at 100 K and 200 K show clear hysteresis with larger loops at lower temperature (100 K versus
200 K), consistent with the temperature dependence of M–H loops observed by VSM. Reproduced with permission from Springer
Nature, ref.26.

Ferromagnetism was also observed in the VSe2/MoS2 system with similar mild annealing giving
further evidence that the ferromagnetism does not comes from the HOPG, figure 4.6. The MS follows the
same trend as the VSe2/ HOPG system decreasing as the thickness is increased. One difference between
these two systems is that the MS is bigger for the VSe2/MoS2 system pointing to some coupling between the
VSe2 and MoS2 or that there are more intercalated V atoms in the MoS2 compared with the HOPG. This
remains unexplained until the specific origin of the magnetism can be understood further by the
combination of other experimental techniques and theoretical analysis. We measured the anomalous Hall
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effect in order to further verify the ferromagnetic properties in the VSe2/MoS2 system, figure 4.6 (d). Using
a shadow mask for deposition, a Hall bar was fabricated. The sample was mono- to bilayer thick to ensure
the film was continuous. The temperature dependence of MS and HC measured obtained by VSM
measurements was reproduced by the Hall bar.

Figure 4.7 STM images with sample coverages of (a) 17% (b) 29% (c) 50% and (d) 75% of a monolayer VSe2 grown on MoS2.
(e) Coverage dependence magnetization (e) Magnetization as a function of areal step edge density calculated from STM. The 50%
coverage (highlighted in green) has the biggest magnetization and the biggest amount of areal step edge density

A more controlled study involving only the monolayer and sub-monolayer regimes revealed that a
sample with a 50% monolayer coverage (highlighted in green, figure 4.7 (c)) gives the highest
magnetization as shown in figure 4.7. STM measurements of the film morphology also indicate that the
total island-edge length reaches a maximum around a 50% monolayer coverage. This could imply that there
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is a certain island size that allows the spins of the edges of the islands to couple and therefore align the
totality of the spins available in the entire island. It is still possible that the edges contain a different
composition as it could be related to the smaller work function observed at the edges in reports by another
group22 as mentioned above. While such coupling of the magnetization of the edges could explain the trend
in the magnetization versus coverage, the measured large magnetization cannot be explained. Our deposited
films show ferromagnetic ordering on other substrates including MoSe2, WS2, h-BN and SiO2 in addition
to HOPG and MoS2, although the observed MS was not the same for all these systems. The stronger
magnetic properties ware found when the films were deposited on HOPG and on MoS2 which remains
unexplained especially due the big MS observed.

Figure 4.8 ARPES and band structure calculation or bulk and monolayer VSe2 (no annealing) along the 𝛤-M and 𝛤-k (a) Bulk
ARPES experimental data (b) non-spin polarized and (c) spin polarized DFT calculations d) monolayer ARPES experimental data
(MoS2 bands are highlighted in blue) (e) non-spin polarized and (f) spin polarized DFT calculations (g) measured Fermi surface
and (h) non-spin polarized and (i) spin polarized calculated monolayer fermi surfaces. Reproduced with permission from ACS
28

Publications, ref. .
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The lack of ferromagnetism of un-intercalated VSe2 (with no annealing) is also evidenced via
ARPES characterization performed in the SOLEIL synchrotron (ANTARES beamline) near Paris, France.
As grown monolayer VSe2 on MoS2 samples were capped with selenium as detailed in chapter 2 for
transportation to the synchrotron facilities. Bulk VSe2 was exfoliated in vacuum at the facilities for
comparative characterization. Figure 4.8 shows a combined ARPES and DFT study of bulk and monolayer
VSe2 (no annealing) to complement the lack of magnetism observed by VSM and XMCD (in unintercalated samples) shown above by looking for signatures of spin-polarized eﬀects in the band structures.
In clear conﬂict with DFT predictions7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14 mentioned above, no spin split bands are observed in
ARPES in the monolayer, figure 4.8(d), which is consistent with ARPES reports from other groups 24,29.
This further indicates that (un-intercalated) monolayer VSe2 does not exhibit any itinerant magnetic state.
Figure 4.8(d) shows the MoS2 bands highlighted in blue. As expected, bulk VSe2 also does not shows any
spin split bands. To provide a more detailed interpretation of the ARPES results, DFT band structure
calculations of single layer and bulk VSe2 is performed. The experimental measurements are reasonably
well described by non-spin polarized DFT band structure shown in figures 4.8(b) and 4.8(e) for bulk and
monolayer samples, respectively. In contrast, the spin-polarized DFT calculation indicates the formation of
additional spin-split minority and majority bands as shown in figures 4.8(c) and 4.8(f). The minority band
would give rise to a hole pocket at the Fermi surface around the M-point, which is clearly absent in the
experimental Fermi surface. Therefore, there is no evidence of such split bands in the experimental ARPES
studies. Moreover, the non-spin-polarized DFT band structure calculations for bulk and monolayers are in
good agreement with experiment, thus conﬁrming that the monolayer VSe2 is nonmagnetic. ARPES
measurements also indicate no major differences between the monolayer and the bulk.

The small differences between the monolayer and the bulk could be attributed to the previously
reported weak interlayer interactions in the bulk VSe2, which cause a dispersion in the normal kz direction30.
This was in fact verified in our samples, figure 4.9. Spectra taken as a function of different photon energies
on bulk VSe2 shows dispersion normal to the surface the variation of the kII intersection of the V d-band
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with the Fermi surface is observed (highlighted in blue), figure 4.9 (a)-(b). Such variations are expected for
bands that disperse in the kz direction. For monolayer VSe2 no such dispersion was observed, as no
variations of the kII intersections of the V d-band with the Fermi surface (highlighted in red) is observed,
figure 4.9 (c). For the measured photon energy, the intersection of the V d-bands with the Fermi surface in
the Γ−M direction for the bulk occurs at slightly larger kII than for the monolayer. Besides the dispersion
normal to the surface, the band structures are almost identical. Since no spin split bands are observed for
the monolayer and its bands structure is very similar to bulk VSe2 we believe ARPES data is consistent with
VSM and XMCD data supporting the ack of ferromagnetism in (un-intercalated) monolayer VSe2.

Figure 4.9 Band dispersion in the Γ−A direction for the bulk VSe2 surface measured by varying the photon energy between 55 and
95 eV. The Fermi surface of the bulk sample in the Γ−A direction is shown in (a). The photoemission intensity at the Γ-point is
dominated by the Se-4p band that just touches the Fermi level. The V-3d band of the bulk sample shows a dispersion with photon
energy, which is indicated with blue crosses. This is also seen in (b) which shows spectra along the Γ−M (A−L) direction. The
intersection of the V-3d band with the Fermi level is indicated by blue crosses in (b), and it has the same dispersion as shown in
(a). In contrast, for monolayer samples the intersection of the V-3d band with the Fermi level is independent of the photon energy,
indicated by red crosses in (c) and illustrating the 2D nature of the monolayer. This diﬀerence in the dispersion along the kz
direction is the only discernible diﬀerence in the electronic structure of the monolayer compared to bulk VSe 2. Reproduced with
28

permission from ACS Publications, ref. .
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4.2 CDW in monolayer VSe2 and its relation to ferromagnetism
One reason why previous DFT calculations predicted magnetic ground states for monolayer VSe2
could be because they had not considered the CDW in the calculations. One possibility is for the
ferromagnetic ground state to be in competition with the CDW state. As stated before, the CDW is known
to exist in VSe2 bulk below (105 K). Preceding our work, there were a couple experimental reports on thin
VSe2 samples exfoliated from bulk VSe2 using either mechanical exfoliation31 or liquid exfoliation17. These
exfoliation techniques did not succeed in obtaining the monolayer limit of VSe2. These techniques, in fact,
include the use of chemicals which could contaminate the sample and may promote oxide formation which
explains why these preceding experimental reports contradicted each other in the behavior of the CDW
state in the thin film limit. J. Yang et al. reported a decrease of the CDW transition temperature of bulk
VSe2 of 105 K to 82 K for 11.6 nm flakes (~20 layers) using mechanical exfoliation31. This report also
predicts there should be a minimum film thickness of 1.73 nm (~ 3 layers) below which the CDW state
should disappear meaning the monolayer would not possess the CDW state. In contrast, X. Ku et al. found
an increasing CDW transition temperature of 135 K for 2.28 nm flakes (~ 4 layers) using liquid
exfoliation17. Such types of contradictions pointed to the necessity to resolve the open questions about the
CDW behavior on pristine thin samples. Presented here is the behavior of the CDW in pristine VSe 2
monolayers deposited by MBE on two substrates used here: HOPG and MoS2.

STM images of monolayer VSe2 grown on HOPG were taken above (150 K) and below (15 K) the
reported CDW transition temperature (105 K) reveal the CDW modulation indeed exist down to the
monolayer limit, figure 4.10 (a)-(b). STS measurements at low temperature show an opening of a gap with
a magnitude of ~55 meV, figure 4.10 (c). This evidences that the monolayer does have a CDW and that it
condenses in the 1T-metallic structure just as it does in bulk. There is so far no evidence of the existence of
the 2H-semiconducting phase as predicted by DFT as mentioned in chapter 3. CDW transitions can only
be seen in metallic compounds.
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Figure 4.10 CDW transition in monolayer VSe2/HOPG. STM images in the (a) normal state and in the (b) CDW state. (c)
Characteristic opening of a gap in the CDW state is seen at low temperatures as measured by STS. Reproduced with permission
from Springer Nature, ref.26.

Figure 4.11 STM images of monolayer VSe2/MoS2 low temperatures (80 K). The moiré pattern superimposed in the CDW at two
different scales is shown in (a) and (b). Diﬀerent rotational domains can be seen in (c)-(e). The unit cell √3R30 × √7R19.1 can be
described by two mirrored unit cells. (f) Antiphase domain boundaries are observed giving rise to only small domains. (g) The long
28

diagonal of the cell has a length of √13aVSe2 rotated 13.9°. Reproduced with permission from ACS Publications, ref. .
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In contrast to the monolayer VSe2/HOPG system, STM images of monolayer VSe2 grown on MoS2
at low temperatures (< 80 K) show the CDW corrugation is superimposed on the moiré pattern, figure 4.11
(a)-(b). The moiré pattern is present in VSe2 when grown on MoS2 even at room temperature as shown in
chapter 3 (figure 3.2 (b)). When VSe2 is grown on HOPG the moiré pattern is not present but the CDW
periodicity is the same regardless. This indicates the charge order state is not influenced considerably by
the choice of substrate. Figure 4.11 (e) shows the obtained CDW primitive unit cell of √3R30 × √7R19.1
for monolayer VSe2. The diagonal of the primitive cell has a length of √13 a (a is the lattice constant of
VSe2) and it is rotated 13.9° with respect to the low index direction. The unit cell has two mirror-symmetric
variations for which their long diagonals are rotated by 92.2° with respect to each other, figure 4.11 (g).
This unit cell is determined in small domains that are interrupted by antiphase domains, figure 4.11 (f). The
monolayer does not show the 4 × 4 basal CDW order observed in bulk. In bulk, the CDW has been explained
by Fermi surface nesting. Its nesting vector was suggested to be three-dimensional, requiring the warping
of the Fermi surface in the kz direction normal to the basal planes as mentioned in chapter 1. Since the
monolayer does not show dispersion in the kz direction as the bulk, it should have a different nesting
condition and therefore a different CDW charger order state compared to bulk VSe2.

Further verification of the charge order state obtained via STM is provided by the Fermi surface
measurements via ARPES. Figure 4.12 (b) shows the d-electrons of vanadium forming pockets around the
M-points with extended parallel Fermi sheets (highlighted with black lines) with a separation of 0.58 Å−1.
Each fermi sheet can be translated onto the other with a single translation vector (highlighted with arrows)
which satisfy the nesting condition nicely. Figure 4.12 (c) shows the obtained separation of the intersect of
the V d-band with the Fermi level of k = 0.56 Å−1 across the M-point. The corresponding real space vector
(oriented in the R30 direction) does not match the lattice periodicity and thus cannot form a commensurate
CDW. Consequently, slightly rotated nesting conditions need to be explored. Assuming a commensurate
CDW, only a few discrete reciprocal lattice vectors can describe a nesting vector for the monolayer Fermi
surface. A list of allowed reciprocal vectors corresponding to a commensurate real space vector and their
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nesting conditions are given in the figure 4.13. The closest commensurate nesting vector is indeed the
√13R13.9°. Therefore, the Fermi nesting can be used to explain the CDW in the monolayer as well as in
the bulk just with different nesting vectors.

Figure 4.12 Fermi surface nesting condition. (a) Unit cell. (b) The Fermi surface of VSe2 consists of parallel sheets of the V-3d
pockets at the Brillouin zone boundary with a separation of 0.56 Å−1 shown in (c). The reciprocal vector of the diagonal of the
primitive CDW unit cell describes a nesting vector that can translate one Fermi sheet onto the other as shown in (b). Thus, the
4

observed CDW agrees with a Fermi nesting condition. Reproduced with permission from ACS Publications ref Reproduced with
28

permission from ACS Publications, ref. .

To further validate the CDW stability our collaborators in ref4 calculated the phonon band structure
of 1T-VSe2 via spin restricted and spin polarized DFT, figure 4.14. The spin-restricted calculation, figure
4.14 (a) finds three imaginary phonon modes with imaginary frequencies. One at the middle of the Γ−M
direction (q1) and two between the Γ−K direction (q2 and q3). The wave vector q3 ~ (-0.2, 0.4) at the
minimum is commensurate with the √3R30 × √7R19 superstructure observed via STM results. No
imaginary phonon modes were found in the spin polarized DFT calculations, figure 4.14 (b) indicating
competition between the CDW state and magnetic states). The calculations find the CDW state is
energetically favorable being ~ 4 meV/atom lower that the calculated magnetic state energy and ~ 8
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meV/atom lower than that of the initial 1 × 1 unit cell of the undistorted VSe2. Figure 4.6 shows a simulated
STM image with a CDW corrugation that agrees well with the experimental data proving the validity of the
calculations.

Figure 4.13. List of possible CDW vectors to fulfill the Fermi surface nesting condition and the unit cell representation. The 1 st
column represent vector label in the diagram. The 2nd and 3rd columns represent each real space vector length and rotation angle,
respectively. The 4th and 5th columns represent the real space vector correspondent reciprocals space vector’s length expressed in
units of reciprocal lattice constant and A-1, respectively. The 6th column represent the experimental separation of Fermi sheets to be
compared to our measured experimental value obtained in figure 4.3 (c). The mismatch of the comparison of the reciprocal vector
length with the separation of the Fermi-sheets is expressed in the last column showing the reciprocal vector of the real space
√13R19.1 is best match for the nesting condition of the presented commensurate CDW vectors. This vector has a corresponding
4

diagonal of the √3R30 x √7R19.1 primitive CDW unit cell. Reproduced with permission from ACS Publications ref . Reproduced
28

with permission from ACS Publications, ref. .
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Figure 4.14 Calculated phonon band structure of VSe2 (a) using spin restricted DFT and (b) using spin polarized DFT. The phonon
soft modes with imaginary frequencies are highlighted by red color. Reproduced with permission from ACS Publications ref4
28

Reproduced with permission from ACS Publications, ref. .

Figure 4.15 Comparison between experimental STM images of the CDW state with simulated STM image of the predicted CDW
structure conﬁrming the correct simulated CDW structure. Reproduced with permission from ACS Publications ref4 Reproduced
28

with permission from ACS Publications, ref. .
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4.3 Summary.
The magnetic properties of monolayer VSe2 prove to be controversial and its origin is not fully
understood. The presented data indicates VSe2 might not be ferromagnetic and instead the vanadium
intercalated TMD terminated compounds seems to possess the ferromagnetic properties as verified by
VSM, XMCD, ARPES and DFT. The competition between CDW and the ferromagnetic state might explain
the lack of ferromagnetism observed in VSe2 (with no annealing) which was not considered by the DFT
studies predicting ferromagnetism in VSe2.

The magnetic properties of the intercalated compounds can be further studied. For instance, no
XMCD has been done in our intercalated samples yet and DFT calculations might help understand their
magnetic properties which has not been done. This can be supported in a theoretical model investigating if
the intercalation of V atoms is indeed suppressing the CDW state and as a consequence stabilizing a
ferromagnetic state.
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Chapter 5: Synthesis of Titanium Selenide (Structural and Compositional Analysis)

Synthesis of high-quality mono- and few-layer TiSe2 samples is the prerequisite for establishing
the role of interlayer interactions and to study modifications of the quantum phenomena in this material.
Monolayer samples are a great route for such studies since materials in this extremely thin limit are sensitive
to their environment and thus enabling modifications of the quantum phenomena, such as charge density
wave (CDW) and superconductivity, by interactions with surrounding materials, adsorbates, or dopants.
Here, the synthesis of TiSe2 in the mono-and-bilayer regions is presented. The characteristics of TiSe2
deposition on top of HOPG and MoS2 is presented as they influence the TiSe2 thin-limit CDW behavior
which is discussed in chapter 6.

To further understand the behavior of the mono-and-bilayer TiSe2, the compositional and structural
study here is expanded to intercalated structures observing interesting similarities with the compositional
variations seen in vanadium selenides described in chapter 3.

5.1 Monolayer TiSe2 synthesis via MBE
Monolayer TiSe2 is grown with the same procedure used for VSe2. Commercially available
substrates (HOPG and MoS2) are cleaved by the scotch–tape method, mounted onto tantalum sample plates,
degassed for 4-6 hrs. at temperatures above 300°C under UHV conditions and characterized by XPS to
verify their cleanliness. For deposition of TiSe2 via MBE, titanium is deposited from an e-beam source at a
rate of ~20 min. per monolayer. TiSe2 deposition is more stable than VSe2 deposition in the sense that
different deposition rates resulted in films with similar quality in contrast to VSe2 where slower depositions
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rates resulted in higher quality films. Selenium was deposited from a valved, hot-wall cracker source.
Diagrams and descriptions of the sources and MBE setup are presented in chapter 2. Selenium is deposited
in an overpressure (~10:1 Se to Ti) to ensure the sample contains enough selenium content. Selenium
melting point and vapor pressures values are the same as in chapter 2 and are summarized in table 5.1
alongside the titanium values. These selenium temperatures are relatively low in comparison to the melting
point for Titanium, which is 1,660 °C with a vapor pressure of 10-8 Torr at 1,067 °C, 10-6 Torr at 1,235 °C,
and 10-4 Torr 1,453 °C.

Table 5.1 Titanium and selenium vapor pressures.
Temperature at given vapor pressure
Element

Melting point

10-8 Torr

10-6 Torr

10-4 Torr

Ti

1,660 °C

1,067 °C

1,235 °C

1,453 °C

Se

217 °C

89 °C

125 °C

170 °C

We were able to synthetize TiSe2 layer-by-layer allowing us to deposit any thickness from the sub
monolayer regime to the multilayer bulk-like limit. Experiments on MBE grow samples on such thin film
regimes were previously reported for TiSe21,2,3. XPS measurements, figure 5.1, confirms the correct
stoichiometric composition of Se to Ti (~ 2:1) of “as-grown” samples. To obtain the correct binding energy
positions and stoichiometry the spectra is fitted with similar procedures used for VSe 2. Proper line shapes
are used to fit the area of the peaks, see table 5.2. To fit XPS non-oxidized titanium (metallic titanium)
peaks an asymmetric line shape is usually employed while a symmetric line shape is usually used for
oxidized titanium peaks4. For selenium, a symmetric line shape was used for fitting. Titanium has two main
peaks which are Ti-2p3/2 at 455.89 eV and Ti-2p1/2 at 461.91 eV. Selenium has two main peaks which are
Se-3d5/2 at 53.47 eV and Se-3d3/2 at 54.61 eV. Taking the areas of these peak intensities into consideration
with their proper sensitivity factors reveals a Se to Ti ratio of ~2.00 for the as grown samples at a growth
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temperature of 300 °C. Similar quality TiSe2 samples were obtained at lower growth temperatures of 220
°C. Higher growth temperatures (> 350 °C) will favor the creation of selenium vacancies. Fitting
parameters for Ti and Se are listed in table 5.2.

Table 5.2 XPS fitting parameters for TiSe2
Element

Line shape

Background

Sensitivity

Spin-orbit

type

factors

splitting

area ratio

FWHM

Ti-2p

A(0.3, 0.3, 0)GL(30)

Shirley

7.90

6.09 eV

0.482

1.1

Se-3d

GL(30)

Shirley

2.46

0.86 eV

0.736

1.2

Figure 5.1 XPS peak fitting of the raw data for (a) Ti-2p and (b) Se-3d.

The film morphology was characterized by STM, Figure 5.2. Sub-monolayer islands of TiSe2
grown on MoS2 show “flower-like” structures, figure 5.2 (e), while on HOPG the islands have more straight
edges, figure 5.2 (a). With increasing coverage, reaching full layer with bilayer regions, TiSe2 grows similar
on both MoS2, figure 5.2 (b), and HOPG, figure 5.2 (f) having similar atomic corrugation in both cases. The
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measured layer separation for TiSe2 is 0.65 nm when grown on both substrates, figure 5.2 (c)-(d), consistent
with other TiSe2 reports12.

Figure 5.2 STM image of monolayer TiSe2 grown on HOPG as (a) sub-monolayer islands and as (b) monolayer and bilayer. (b)
Inset shows the atomic corrugation of TiSe2/HOPG. (c) Line scan showing the monolayer height is 0.65 nm for the monolayer
grown on HOPG. STM image of monolayer TiSe2 grown on MoS2 as (a) sub-monolayer islands and as (b) monolayer and bilayer.
(c) Line scan showing the monolayer height is also 0.65 nm for the monolayer grown on MoS 2. (g) Shows the atomic corrugation
of TiSe2/MoS2. Reproduced with permission of Wiley Online Library, ref. 9

5.2 Titanium selenides post-growth annealing induced transitions to intercalated compounds
Similar to what it was shown for VSe2 in chapter 3, the transition from TMDs to intercalated
compounds is also possible in TiSe2. The phase diagram of titanium selenide contains all the intercalation
compounds shown in figure 1.6, i.e. Ti5Se8, Ti2Se3, and Ti3Se45,6. Relative formation energies of all the
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different phases have not been reported in databases but the Ti3Se4 formation energy is lower than that of
TiSe27, suggesting that the formation of intercalation compounds in the titanium selenide system are
favorable for reduced Se-concentration.

Table 5.3 Peak ratios and binding energy shifts relative to “as grown” TiSe2 as a function of temperature.
Temperature

Se: Ti

Se-3d B.E. Shift

Ti-2p B.E. Shift

300°C (as grown)

2.01

___

___

400 °C

2.00

+0.01 eV

-0.07 eV

500 °C

1.98

+0.01 eV

-0.12 eV

600 °C

1.79

+0.24 eV

-0.31 eV

650 °C

1.66

+0.39 eV

-0.36 eV

675 °C

1.65

+0.40 eV

-0.39 eV

The thermal stability of TiSe2 with post-growth annealing is studied here. For this, TiSe2 was
grown on HOPG, as explained above, having monolayer and bilayer regions, figure 5.4 (a). A growth
temperature of 300 °C in the MBE chamber was used. Initial, “as grown”, XPS characterization revealed
a composition close to the expected Se:Ti ratio for TiSe2. Subsequently, the sample was annealed at
increasing temperatures revealing a composition change, see figure 5.3. Selenium drastically decreases at
faster pace compared to titanium making the initial ratio decrease to 1.65 with annealing at 675 °C, see
table 5.3. Compared to VSe2, higher annealing temperatures are required to cause significant selenium loss.
Here, annealing to 500 °C is the first temperature that show some selenium loss which is high compared to
VSe2 where annealing at growth temperatures (350 °C) already causes selenium loss. Besides changing the
composition, post-growth annealing shifts the binding energy position of the main core-level peaks. The
selenium peak shifts a total of +0.40 eV (binding energy increase) whereas the titanium peak shifts a total
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of -0.39eV (binding energy decrease) for the maximum post-growth annealing temperature used (675 °C).
The selenium and titanium shifting to opposite binding energy directions might be indicative of a structural
and composition change similar to VSe2.

Figure 5.3 Se to Ti ratio in TiSe2 as a function of annealing temperatures. The evolution of the Se-3d and Ti-2p main core level
peaks is show in inset.

Low-temperature STM (LT-STM) structural characterizations at 20 K were done as a function of
annealing temperatures, figure 5.4. This was done in a separated STM system. To transfer samples from
the MBE to the separated STM system, a home-built vacuum suitcase was used. This vacuum suitcase
sustains pressures better than 10-8 Torr and the total transfer time from system to system is just a couple of
hours. Figure 5.4 (a) show “as-grown” samples (red color) with the expected 2 × 2 CDW structure obtained
at temperatures below 200 °C. This is confirmed by the inset showing a 2 × 2 Fast Furrier Transform (FFT).
The line scan shows the sample is mostly monolayer (~0.6 nm height) with a small amount of bilayer
regions (~ 1.2 nm height). Figure 5.4 (b) shows large scale images after annealing the sample at 500 °C
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(blue color). An increased defect concentration in the monolayer is observed. The CDW persists, but the
commensurate CDW domains are separated by incommensurate CDW regions. These type of CDW
domains have been recently observed for bulk TiSe2 doped with Cu8. Therefore, these domains are
tentatively assigned to a self-doping effect of deficient TiSe2. The commensurate-to-incommensurate
boundaries are indicated in Figure 5.4 (b). The line scans for the large-scale images show similar step height
profile as the as grown sample.

Figure 5.4 Low temperature STM of TiSe2 with different annealing temperatures. (a) As grown large scale image with line scan
showing the sample was mostly monolayer. High resolution image shows a 2 x 2 CDW structure verified by FFT in inset. (b)
Annealing at 500 °C shows increase defect formation, but the surface morphology remains the same. The CDW breaks-up into
domains with incommensurate domains separated from the commensurate domains by the black line. (c) Annealing to 600 °C
shows an increased amount of bilayer regions and more visible regions of the substrate. It is assumed some monolayer regions
decomposed and re-deposited as bilayer regions. Here the 1 × 1 is in coexistence of a √3 × √3R30° superstructure. (d) Annealing
at 650 °C shows only bilayer regions meaning the monolayer completely re-deposited as bilayer regions showing a modulated,
“marbled”, surface corrugation. Reproduced with permission of John Wiley and Sons, ref.21.
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Annealing to 600 °C, figure 5.4 (c) shows more bilayer content than at previous annealing steps. It
is assumed that the monolayer atoms diffused to re-organize as bilayer regions. This is evidenced by the
shape of the remaining monolayer content which has irregularly shaped edges. The edges of the monolayer
were not this irregular when the sample was grown as it can be seen in figure 5.4. (a). In the monolayer
some regions still show the 2 × 2 CDW structure, but at other regions the CDW cannot be seen. This can
be due to the higher content of defects created at this temperature compared to the previous annealing
temperate. Also, the bilayer is more defective and do not show a CDW structure. Instead, some bilayer
regions show a new periodicity of √3 × √3R30° with the monolayer regions showing a 1 × 1 structure as
show in the bottom of figure 5.4 (c). FFT evidences the observed STM structure. A √3 × √3R30° structure
is consistent with a ⅓ monolayer of Ti intercalated and equivalent to a Ti2Se3 intercalation compound, see
table 5.3 and figure 1(d). As mentioned above, the three intercalated structures, Ti5Se8, Ti2Se3, and Ti3Se4,
appear in the Ti-Se phase diagram5,6. For a sample with two TiSe2 layers with a single layer of 1/3 ‘extra’
Ti intercalated atoms between the TiSe2 layers, a Se:Ti ratio of ~ 1.7 is expected. The composition measured
by XPS, table 5.3 and figure 5.3 show a composition of 1.65, which is very close to the expected
compositions of Ti2Se3 (Se:Ti ratio~1.7). The accuracy of absolute compositional analysis in XPS and its
uncertainty may explain any discrepancies.

Table 5.4 Summary of the Ti-intercalated structures in relation to their composition and superstructure.
Intercalated

Dichalcogenide

Chalcogen-metal ratio

Structures

Formula

(X/M)

Ti5Se8

Ti (1+1/4) Se2

1.6

2×2

Ti2Se3

Ti (1+1/3) Se2

1.5

√3 × √3 R30°

Ti3Se4

Ti (1+1/2) Se2

1.3

2×1
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Superstructure

Annealing to 650 °C, figure 5.4 (d), shows no monolayer regions. This high annealing temperature
might have been enough to evaporate a large amount of the monolayer regions where the observed regions
show mostly bilayer regions and some very small portions where the substrate can be seen. This is verified
by the line scan where all the TiSe2 regions show a characteristic height of ~1.2 nm, consistent with bilayers.
Some additional substrate steps are also visible in the STM images. At the atomic-scale, the previously seen
ordered structure cannot be seen anymore and instead some ‘marbled’ modulated structure at the
nanometer-scale is observed that is superimposed on a 1 × 1 atomic corrugation. This structure is tentatively
assigned to a disordered intercalation layer. As mentioned in chapter 1, there are three intercalated
“organized” structures between MX2 and MX. There could be unorganized intercalated structures that exist
between the organized structures when the metal intercalation amount is changed.

5.3 Summary
MBE synthesis allows controllable, high quality TiSe2 synthesis in the sub-monolayer to multilayer
regime on MoS2 and HOPG substrates as verified by XPS and STM. Depending on the growth parameters,
it is possible to synthesize stoichiometrically TiSe2 as well titanium intercalated structures. This growth
control allows clean surface studies on high quality studies such as ARPES (chapter 6) and opens the door
for future TMD to intercalated structure transformation studies.
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Chapter 6: Properties of Monolayer TiSe2: CDW Tunability in the Exitonic Insulator Model

Monolayer TiSe2 is an interesting system to study CDW properties. Although several models have
been proposed to explain the CDW effects in this system, as discussed in chapter 1, here we investigate the
tunability of the CDW in relation to the exitonic insulator model. In this model, the excitonic binding
energy is the order parameter for the phase transition and thus the exciton binding energy is directly related
to the CDW-energy gap (∆) and the CDW transition temperature (TCDW). Consequently, controlling the
exciton binding energy may permit tuning the CDW behavior in TiSe2 and this would support the excitonic
insulator model as the explanation for the origin of the CDW effect in TiSe2. Generally, the exciton binding
energy is a material property and cannot be modified. In 2D materials the excitonic binding energy becomes,
however, dependent on the material’s environment and this opens opportunities to tune the CDW in TiSe2.
This could be done by varying the thickness from bulk to the monolayer 1 as well as by depositing on
substrates with different dielectric properties effectively affecting the Coulombic screening of charges in
the material2,3 and thus the excitons responsible for the CDW in the proposed model. The layer and substrate
dependent CDW properties studies are presented here.

TiSe2 can also be used to study the effects of electron doping on the CDW properties. It has been
reported that the suppression of the CDW via doping lead to a superconductive state in TiSe2 via Cu4 and
Pd5 doping. Electron doping via potassium depositions is studied for the monolayer TiSe2.
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6.1 Layer-dependence
In an exitonic material, electron-hole pairs (excitons) could form if the binding energy for this
quasiparticle is bigger than the band gap that separates the individual electron (in the conducting band) and
the individual hole (in the valence band). Therefore, it is interesting to study what is the effect on the CDW
state as the exciton binding energy is changed. Although usually difficult, in TMDs, specifically in TiSe 2,
it is possible to manipulate the exciton binding energy by changing the number of layers in the material.
This is because when a material is thinned down to the 2D limit the electron-hole pair is less efficiently
screened compared to a 3D ensemble1. This increased exciton binding energy, which would be maximum
for the monolayer regime due to the confined geometries, can be confirmed by measuring a larger gap in
the CDW state and a higher transition temperature, in which the CDW appears. We studied these two
quantities in relation to the excitonic insulator model using STS characterization on TiSe2 grown via MBE
on MoS2 and HOPG6.

Figure 6.1 (a) shows a STM image of a non-uniform TiSe2 region grown on HOPG where a
thickness variation of 1-6 layers can be observed as indicated by figure 6.1 (b). The first and second layers
have a height of 0.67 nm similar to the interlayer separation other thin TiSe2 reports7,8. The height of each
of the subsequent layers observed is double of the monolayer height indicating these regions are consistent
with the heights of 4 and 6 layers each. This region is ideal to study layer-dependent properties in nearby
areas on the same sample. Figure 6.1 (c)-(e) shows differential conductance measurements (dI/dV) taken
on the marked regions of 1st, 2nd and 6th layers at 15 K which is below the CDW transition temperature
(TCDW ~ 200 K). STS measures the energy gap between the conduction band and valence bands. The energy
gaps are obtained by the intersection (blue lines) with the zero-intensity line (black dotted line) in the
differential conductance logarithmic plot. The measurements reveal an increased gap of ~175 meV as the
thickness is reduced to the monolayer compared to bulk TiSe2 which possesses an energy gap of ~ 80 meV
as revealed by our experiments at 15 K. Figure 6.1 (f) shows the value of the gap plotted as a function of
layers showing the sharp increase as the thickness is decrease below 3 layers. Above 3 layers the energy
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gap is stabilized near the bulk-like value of ~75 meV. The monolayer could be experiencing a different
dielectric environment providing a smaller Coulomb screening compared to the bulk in such way that it
increases the gap for the monolayer. In order to determine Tc, the temperature dependence of the energy
gap has been measured by STS as shown in Figure 6.2. The measured energy gap values follow the Mean
Field theory temperature dependence, equation (6.1). In this equation the proportionality constant is A =
2.1, the energy gap at temperature T is ∆(T) and at the CDW transition temperature is ∆(T CDW).
𝑇𝐶𝐷𝑊
𝑇

∆2 (𝑇) − ∆2 (𝑇𝐶𝐷𝑊 ) ≈ 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ2 (𝐴√

− 1) (6.1)

Figure 6.1 CDW gap as a function of number of layers for a TiSe2 grown on HOPG measured at 15 K. (a) STM images of a regions
containing different thickness variations. (b) The correspondent step heights along the different terraces. Differential conductance
(dI/dV) measurements (top) the corresponding logarithmic plot log (dI/dV) for the (c) 1st, (d) 2nd, and (e) 6th layer. (f) The energy
gaps plotted as a function of number of layers. This figure is reproduced with permission from IOP Publishing, Ltd, ref. 6 .
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6.2 Substrate-dependence
The exciton binding energy in the monolayer can be tuned in the monolayer by interfacing it with
substrates with different dielectric properties. Therefore, growing monolayer TiSe 2 on different supports
should affect the Coulomb screening of the electron-hole pair in the film. The choices of substrates are
MoS2, a wide-gap semiconductor and HOPG, a semi-metal. Since MoS2 possesses less free carriers than
HOPG, the Coulomb screening influencing the excitons when the film is supported by MoS2 should be
weaker than the screening influencing the excitons of the film when is supported by HOPG. In such case a
stronger exciton binding energy is expected on TiSe2/MoS2 compared to TiSe2/HOPG therefore increasing
the CDW transition temperature and gap magnitude.

Figure 6.2 shows the gap as a function of temperature for monolayer TiSe2 grown on HOPG and
MoS2 as measured by STS. The measured gap, indicated by blue lines for each measurement, decreases
with increasing temperatures for both systems. Close to room temperature, at 280 K, the gap values (2∆)
are ~ 45 meV for both systems. At low temperatures the gap values become ~ 175meV for TiSe2/HOPG
and ~ 320 meV for TiSe2/MoS2. This supports the excitonic insulator model as it was possible to measure
an increased energy gap by the reduced Coulomb screening due to the dielectric properties of MoS2 as a
support material for TiSe2. Consistent with this description, the transition temperature also increased for
the TiSe2/MoS2 system with the transition occurring at 280 K compared to 230 K for TiSe2/HOPG.

Table 6.1 summarizes the TCDW and energy gap values for the monolayer grown on MoS2 and
HOPG compared to the bulk as measured by STS. It shows the trend where the transition temperature and
gaps are increased for the monolayer grown on the substrate with less screening of the Coulomb forces.
This can be seen in the square of the gap as a function of temperature plotted in figure 6.3 with data fitted
using BCS mean field from equation (6.1). This trend is consistent with the predicted tunability of the CDW
expected in the exitonic insulator model due to the influence of the system dielectric environment. This
demonstrates the importance of monolayer systems for obtaining tunable systems.
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Figure 6.2 STS temperature-dependent energy gap of monolayer TiSe2 grown on HOPG and MoS2. The logarithm of dI/dV for (a)
TiSe2 on HOPG and (b) TiSe2 on MoS2. Blue lines indicate the band edges. The band gap as a function of temperature for (c) TiSe2
on HOPG and (d) TiSe2 on MoS2. This figure is reproduced with permission from IOP Publishing, Ltd, ref.6 .

Table 6.1 CDW transition temperatures and energy gaps for different TiSe2 systems as measured by STS
System

TCDW

Energy gap at RT

Energy gap at LT

TiSe2/MoS2

~ 280 K

45 ± 5 meV

330 ± 5 meV

TiSe2/HOPG

~ 230 K

45 ± 5 meV

180 ± 5 meV

TiSe2 Bulk

~ 200 K

45 ± 5 meV

80 ± 5 meV
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Figure 6.3 Squared energy gap as a function of temperature as measured by STS. Data fitted using Mean field theory. The observed
CDW transition temperatures are 280 K for monolayer TiSe2 grown on MoS2, 230 K for monolayer TiSe2 grown on HOPG and
200K for bulk single crystal TiSe2 This figure is reproduced with permission from IOP Publishing, Ltd, ref. 6 .

STS characterization mainly probes the states around the Γ-point therefore no momentum resolved
information is obtained. This effect is referred to as the “tunneling cone” effect which states that the
tunneling current is dominated by states with large out-of-plane momentum (normal to the surface) and
therefore the states with in-plane momentum do not contribute as much to the tunneling current 9. This
implies that most of the tunneling current is dominated by the Se-4p band which is centered at the Γ-point.
For better understanding STS data is compared to ARPES which is the ideal technique to provide angular
momenta information and it is based on the photoelectric effect. ARPES characterization was performed at
beamline 5-2 of the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory (SSRL)10. This beamline is equipped with
a SCIENTA D80 electron spectrometer with a 10 meV energy resolution and 0.1° angular resolution for
experiments taken with a photon energy of 50 eV. For sample transport, a selenium capping was used as
explained in chapter 2. Furthermore, the capped samples were packed in an argon-filled container and only
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exposed to air for a couple of minutes before being introduced into the vacuum systems of the synchrotron
facilities where they were de-capped via vacuum annealing.

Figure 6.4 Temperature dependence ARPES (a) raw data and (d) second derivative for monolayer TiSe2 grown on HOPG along
the Γ-M direction. The Se-4p valence band is centered at Γ and the Ti-3d electron pocket band is centered at M as well as the Se4p replica band (present below TCDW). With increasing temperature, the gap between the bands in decreased. (c) The squared of
the energy gap is plotted as a function of temperature in revealing a TCDW of 198 ± 5 K consistent with the mean field theory fit.
This figure is reproduced with permission from Wiley Online Library, ref.10.

Figure 6.4 shows the temperature dependent ARPES along the Γ-M direction for TiSe2/HOPG. The
Se-4p bands are very visible and centered at Γ. At the M-point a weak photoemission intensity near the
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Fermi level can be observed due to the Ti-3d band. Also centered at M-point, the Se-4p replica band can
be observed at low temperatures. These can be better observed in the second derivative of the raw data
figure 6.4 (b). The observation of the Se-4p replica band related to the CDW 2 × 2 structure observed at the
M-point is due to band folding occurring below the CDW transition temperature. The gap is measured
between the maximum of the Se-4p band the Ti-3d band indicated by red dotted lines. These gap values are
fitted using equation (6.1) and plotted in figure 6.4 (c) revealing an TCDW of 198 ± 5 K.

Figure 6.5 ARPES along the Γ-M direction for TiSe2 grown on (a) HOPG and (b) MoS2. Comparison of the spectra in combination
with the known MoS2 bands allows to identify the TiSe2 bands. The remaining bands come from MoS2 highlighted by red dashed
lines. This figure is reproduced with permission from Wiley Online Library, ref.10.
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Figure 6.6 Temperature dependence ARPES (a) raw data and (d) second derivative for monolayer TiSe2 grown on MoS2 along the
Γ-M direction. The Se-4p valence band is centered at Γ and the Ti-3d electron pocket band is centered at M. With increasing
temperature, the gap between the bands in decreased. (c) The measure gap is plotted as a function of temperature in revealing a
TCDW of 242 ± 5 K. This figure is reproduced with permission from Wiley Online Library, ref.10.

Figure 6.6 shows the temperature dependent ARPES along the Γ-M direction for TiSe2/MoS2. Here,
the MoS2 bands appear together with the TiSe2 bands. To assign which bands belong to the TiSe2 film a
comparison to the TiSe2/HOPG is made in figure 6.5. In the TiSe2/HOPG system only the TiSe2 can be
seen. Using this comparison combined with the reported MoS2 bands11,12 the substrate bands can be
identified (dashed red lines in figure 6.5). The temperature dependent ARPES reveals an increase in the
gap as the temperature is decreased just as seen in TiSe2/HOPG. The gap, measured from the top of the
valence bands due to the Se-4p and the bottom of the conduction band due to the Ti-3d, are fitted using
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equation (6.1) and plotted as function of temperature, figure 6.6 (c). This reveals a CDW transition
temperature of 242 ± 10 K which is around 45 K higher than the TiSe2/HOPG with a transition of 198 ± 10
K consistent as well with the exitonic insulator model. The TCDW found for various systems via ARPES is
summarized in table 6.2. This table includes TCDW values from reports of monolayer TiSe2 grown on
graphene8,13. This transition behavior can be visualized in normalized energy gap plotted as a function of
temperature, figure 6.7. Here a systematic shifting of the TiSe2 in the TCDW is observed with depending on
the support used illustrating the tunability enabled in the monolayer system. The TCDW values measured by
STS (table 6.1) are higher than those measured by ARPES (table 6.2). This can be attributed by the nature
of each measurement. Tunneling measurements are said to be dominated by the Γ states. TiSe2 energy gap
is indirect (Γ-M direction) therefore tunneling could have some angular discrepancies due to its one
directional behavior. ARPES cannot measure the conduction band but allowed us to accurately the TiSe2
energy gap measure due to the weak photoemission present at the M point due Ti-3d occupation in our
experiments. ARPES is generally considered to be more accurate for angular descriptions specially for
samples with gap anisotropy.

Table 6.2 CDW transition temperatures for different TiSe2 systems as measured by ARPES.
System

TCDW

monolayer TiSe2/MoS2

242 ± 10 K

monolayer TiSe2/graphene [ref.13]

232 ± 5 K

monolayer TiSe2/graphene [ref.8]

~ 220 K

TiSe2 Bulk

~ 200K

monolayer TiSe2/HOPG

198 ± 10 K
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Figure 6.7 Normalized energy gap in different monolayer TiSe2 systems as a function of temperature. This reveals a systematic
shift in the TCDW depending of the support material. Included literature data from [ref.8] and [ref.13] fall in between the data for
MoS2 and HOPG. This figure is reproduced with permission from Wiley Online Library, ref.10.

6.3 CDW suppression by electron doping
Alongside the problem of understanding the Charge Density Wave behavior in TiSe2 another
interesting fundamental phenomenon this system presents is its reported superconductivity phase and how
it competes with the CDW phase as detailed in chapter 1. Therefore, understanding how to enhance or
suppress the CDW phase is of importance, especially if this tunability comes accompanied by the transition
to a superconductive phase. Motivated by this we investigated how to control the CDW state in the
monolayer TiSe2 as a function of electron doping using ARPES. The electron doping is done via potassium
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deposition, which is a known electron donor with a very low electron affinity. Potassium adsorption has
already shown to cause superconductivity on bulk TiSe214.

Figure 6.8 ARPES characterization along the Γ-M direction as a function of electron doping via potassium deposition. From left
to right starting with the bands before potassium deposition and then subsequent three potassium depositions acquired at 30 K. Raw
data is show in (a) and the second derivative in (b). (c) Evolution of the effective masses for three different potassium doping steps.
Increased doping causes increased Ti-3d band occupation and decreased eﬀective masses. (d) The evolution of the energy gap as
function of potassium doses. Increased doses closed the gap originally at 166 meV. This figure is reproduced with permission from
Wiley Online Library, ref.10.

Figure 6.8 shows ARPES before and after potassium deposition taken at temperatures below TCDW.
Before potassium deposition, the Se-4p replica band characteristic of the CDW state is observed at the Mpoint and the Ti-3d band has a small photoemission intensity. Since potassium is an electron donor, its
subsequent depositions donate electrons to Ti-3d band increasing its occupancy. Just with the first
potassium deposition the Se-4p replica bands, disappear from the M point and the characteristic gap of the
CDW is reduced. The closing of the gap is a consequence of the Ti-3d band moving downwards and the
Se-4p moving upwards. Figure 6.8 (d) shows the evolution of the band as a function of potassium doses.
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The closing of this gap combined with the disappearance of the Se-4p replica bands indicates that the
electron doping via potassium deposition suppressed the CDW state. This type of control of the CDW state
by electron doping may suggest it benefits the superconductivity state. Although not directly confirmed in
this study (temperatures of ~ 4 K are required), it is consistent with all the cases showing superconductivity
where the CDW was suppressed due to occupation of the Ti-3d band (electron doped) which is usually
unoccupied in undoped TiSe2. This proves further tunability is possible in the TiSe2 monolayer systems. It
would be interesting to study if the titanium selenide intercalation structures described in chapter 5 could
also present similar behavior as the doped TiSe2 presented here, especially if metal intercalation could
stabilize a superconducting state in these systems.

6.4 Summary
Monolayer TiSe2 system prove to be susceptible to its dielectric environment which effectively
change the binding energy of the excitonic quasiparticle depending on the Coulomb screening strength as
verified by STS and ARPES energy gap and charge density wave transition temperature measurements.
The TiSe2 monolayer system supported on MoS2 was screened less efficiently resulting in a higher
transition temperature compared to the system supported on HOPG which is in accordance with the
excitonic insulator model for the explanation of the origin of the CDW properties in TiSe 2. Furthermore,
the suppression of the CDW properties were confirmed due to potassium deposition consistent with other
studies that suggest this suppression can lead to a superconductive in the TiSe2 system.
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and Outlook

MBE synthesis has been implemented successfully to obtain vanadium selenides and titanium
selenides pristine samples with a thickness control ranging from sub monolayer limits to the multilayer
limits. Reducing the dimensions all the way down the monolayer limits enable detailed investigations of
properties that differ to their bulk counterparts.

For vanadium selenides, MBE allowed one of the first reports of VSe2 in the monolayer regime
which was highly coveted before the work included in this dissertation. With the capability of studying
monolayer VSe2, a strong emergent room temperature ferromagnetism was reported by us thus increasing
the attention received by the 2D magnets filed. The origin of the apparent magnetism in monolayer VSe2
was controversial and, to date, remains an unresolved problem. Despite this, the data presented is able to
demonstrate how the controversy about the such ferromagnetism can be resolved by two main results
presented here: (1) The predicted ferromagnetism by DFT does not correspond to the experimentally
observed ferromagnetism. The lack of magnetization in VSe2 was verified via VSM, ARPES and XMCD
consistent with reports by other groups. Our argument for such discrepancy is the failure to consider
competing states i.e. between the CDW and ferromagnetism. Spin restricted DFT presented here agrees
well with our experimental data evidencing the lack of ferromagnetism in VSe 2. (2) The difficulty in the
controlled stoichiometric deposition of VSe2 explains the discrepancy between reports from different
groups as the growth conditions affect immensely the observed magnetism. Presented here is the controlled
transformation from VSe2 to intercalated compounds i.e. V5Se8 and V3Se4. Although still not fully
understood, our current data indicates the observed magnetization might be attributed to the intercalated
compounds which are TMD- terminated. This is such an interesting result since the bulk counterpart of
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these intercalated compounds are weakly antiferromagnetic at very low temperatures. Therefore, it remains
unexplained why these vanadium intercalated-TMD terminated thin compounds might exhibit such a strong
room temperature ferromagnetism. Element specific magnetic characterization, such as XMCD, might be
implemented in future experiments to gain more understanding of the ferromagnetic origin.

Future experiments could explore the properties of the vanadium intercalated compounds. XMCD
could be used to verify their magnetic properties and ARPES could be used to understand their electronic
structure. The early expectation is that such measurements would differ from the XMCD and ARPES
measurements presented here in (un-intercalated) VSe2. Also, we observed a decreasing work function in
our vanadium selenides samples after high temperature annealing via UPS and XPS measurements
suggesting the intercalation compounds could possess a lowered work function. A lowered work function
at the edges was reported by one of the articles discussed here and such property was associated to great
HER performance. It would be interesting to explore the HER performance of our vanadium intercalated
compounds as it might be consistent with the lowered work functioned observed in the samples showing
HER performance. And finally, VSe2 is known to oxidize at ambient conditions but our VSM measurements
revealed the intercalated compounds remained ferromagnetic up to at least two weeks. This is surprising
since vanadium oxide, which is easy to form with exposition of vanadium to ambient conditions, is not
ferromagnetic. Further air-stability measurements need to be performed. Furthermore, these experiments
suggested the ferromagnetism persist in samples even after exfoliation suggesting the self-intercalated
atoms also intercalate the substrate. TEM studies might be able to verify whether such intercalation actually
occurs in the substrate.

For titanium selenides, the ability of depositing monolayer on substrates with different charge
screening properties enable us to obtain STS and ARPES data to support the excitonic insulator model as
the driving mechanism for TiSe2 CDW state. This provides further evidence that reaching the monolayer
regime enables the tunability of the properties observed in the family of 2D materials. Furthermore, the
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suppression of the CDW in TiSe2 was verified by potassium deposition. Such suppression has been
associated with the emergence of a superconductive state although this was not directly studied in our
samples.

Upcoming characterization of the titanium intercalated phases could be interesting. The selfintercalation of titanium suppressed the CDW of “as-grown” samples. It would be interesting to study the
electronic structure via ARPES to understand this CDW suppression due to titanium self-intercalation.
Also, if potassium doping is considered to suppress the CDW state while favoring a superconductive phase,
it could be studied if the same happens with titanium self-intercalation.

The self-intercalated compounds are interesting because they should not be unique to titanium and
vanadium selenides. Other TMDs might as well be transformed to intercalated compound if these phases
are known or predicted to exits in their phase diagrams. Therefore, it could be expected to see other TMD
undergoing such transition. The question remains if the intercalation of metal atoms can be done without
depositing TMDs first and subsequently annealing the samples to obtain self-intercalation. For instance, by
the direct deposition of the transition metal into a substrate.

The selenium protective capping layer proved to be extremely useful and easy to be implemented.
It was widely used here not only to perform ex-situ UHV experiments but also to perform ambient
conditions experiments in “as-grown” pristine samples. This is especially useful for samples that are easily
oxidized in ambient conditions as VSe2 is. The main advantage of such capping layer is that it is deposited
at room temperature forming no bonds with the sample and its removal is easily done by vacuum annealing
at relatively low temperatures

In summary, van der Waals epitaxy of TMDs enables to investigate the layer-dependent properties
of these materials. This is especially fruitful for materials that are difficult to obtain as single layers
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otherwise. Moreover, epitaxial films enable the use of space-averaging methods like ARPES that require
large samples not obtainable by exfoliation.
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